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Improving Disabled Access in Premier League Stadia 
  
An Interim Report by the Premier League January 2017 
  
Introduction 
  
In September 2015, Premier League Clubs unanimously agreed to meet the standards set out in 
“Accessible Stadia: A good practice guide to the design of facilities to meet the needs of disabled 
spectators and other users” (ASG) by the start of the football season 2017/2018.  The ASG was first 
published in 2005 with supplementary guidance published in August 2015.  This supplementary 
guidance has been taken into account in the Premier League undertaking. 
  
Since the decision was taken Premier League Clubs have embarked on a substantial programme of 
improvements, building on a long tradition of welcoming disabled fans to their grounds.  Clubs 
recognised that more could be done and the work now underway is bringing about the most 
significant single set of changes to football grounds since the Taylor Report was published in 1990.  It 
is almost certainly the largest and most ambitious set of improvements in disabled access undertaken 
by any group of sport or entertainment venues in the UK.  The infrastructure where these 
improvements are being made is in many cases technically challenging with some structures in excess 
of 150 years old.  Despite these circumstances, all Premier League clubs are already heavily involved in 
improvements and as can be seen from the attached information, are working hard on delivery. 
 
The Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC), the Department for Work and Pensions, the 
Department for Culture, Media and Sport and the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee 
requested updates on progress and this Interim Report provides a Club-by-Club summary of the 
position reached in November/December 2016.   As an interim report it does not represent the position 
as it will be in August 2017 with further work being undertaken and information continuing to be 
added.  Nevertheless we consider that it offers a reliable description of the position as it stood at the 
end of 2016. 
  

The Club commitment and the ASG 
  
The ASG is an advisory document offering guidance on how to approach meeting the 
obligations originally expressed in the Disability Discrimination Act (1995) which were incorporated 
into the Equality Act 2010.  The statutory obligations require service providers, where a disabled 
person is placed at a substantial disadvantage in comparison with persons who are not disabled, to 
undertake reasonable adjustments to the premises or the way they deliver the services such that 
disabled people can access the same services (as far as this is possible) as a non-disabled person.   
  
The twenty Clubs in the Premier League have grounds with different histories, types of location, age 
of buildings, structural challenges and potential for improvement.  It therefore follows that the 
determination of “reasonable adjustments” will necessarily vary from Club to Club.  However, Premier 
League Clubs had already agreed that assisting disabled fans should be one of the main priorities to 
be pursued in the three seasons 2016/17 to 2018/19, and all are implementing 
improvements.  In pursuing this priority the question of cost has not been the determining factor in 
policy decisions.  More substantial obstacles have, varying from Club to Club, included disruption to 
attending fans in grounds generally full, dealing with difficult technical and structural issues, the short 
close season available for disruptive works, difficulties over ownership of the stadium or of 
neighbouring land, problems associated with adapting old stands, value for money issues where 
ground redevelopment was underway or imminent, and planning constraints, amongst others.  To 
assist with this complexity Clubs have sought to listen and respond to the disabled fans themselves, 
involving them in the process of arriving at preferred solutions to the problems involved. 
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To assist Clubs with the scale and variety of the challenges they faced the Premier League established 
a project team able to offer advice and practical support, for example by improving and updating the 
existing access audits. 
  

Project Timetable 
 
2015 

 September - Original commitment from Premier League Shareholders to meet ASG requirements 
by August 2017, in the context of making reasonable adjustments with the purpose of enabling 
disabled people to enjoy a similar matchday experience to other attenders 

 Autumn – The Premier League commissioned Stage 1 of the project, a wheelchair position report 
for each club (carried out by specialist consultants Wilson Owens Owens) with all reports 
completed by 2016 

 November – Meeting with the Department for Work and Pensions 

 December - Meeting with the Equality and Human Rights Commission 
 
2016 

 August - Following further requests for help from clubs, the Premier League commissioned a second 
more detailed phase of work to undertake club-by-club analysis across the full range of ASG 
recommendations 

 August - Meeting with the Equality and Human Rights Commission 

 September – letter to all Clubs from the Minister for the Disabled (Penny Mordaunt) calling on them 
to install Changing Places toilet facilities 

 October - Select Committee Hearing on disabled access to sporting events 

 December - EHRC issue separate letter to all clubs seeking detailed responses by 10 February  
 

2017 

 January 31 - submission of interim report. 
 

Next steps 
 
The Premier League's project team will continue to work with Clubs over the coming six months prior 
to a final report which will summarise the position, on a Club-by-Club basis, as at the start of the 
season 2017/18.  This report will be submitted to the Premier League Board for its consideration. 
 
The scope of the project has been extended to include elements not covered by the ASG and includes 
measures beyond built environment adjustments in the stadium made by Clubs to serve their disabled 
fans with mobility challenges.  It is the Premier League’s view that adaptations to the built 
environment, necessary though they are, are not in themselves sufficient to provide a good service to 
disabled fans.  Good practice has been pursued in this area for many years and has been extended 
with recent innovations.  Major initiatives include: 
  

 VisitFootball - Since season 2012/13 Access Visits have been introduced to review the experience 
for supporters with a range of disabilities and provide feedback on problems and possible 
improvements to Clubs.  Each individual visit is completed by a wheelchair user, a blind supporter, 
a deaf supporter, or a supporter with limited mobility.  Their experience is measured using a 
framework called the Supporter Journey and provides structured feedback on key areas that relate 
to a fan’s visit: 
 

 Pre-Arrival    

 Arrival 

 Pre-Match  

 Match  

 Post-Match  

 Catering  

 Toilets  

 Club Shop
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Each visit is used to produce guidance on factors such as welcome and friendliness, service efficiency, 
cleanliness, stewarding and communication.  The programme generates additional resources for 
Clubs including Best Practice Guides containing information and suggestions drawn from other Clubs, 
sports and entertainment sectors.  
 

 Open for Business - an online training course created by the Premier League as a resource for Club 
staff.  The most recent edition was launched in December 2016.  It focuses on disabled supporters 
and how they interact with their Club.  It is designed for people in fan-facing roles including ticket 
offices, call centres, retail staff, receptionists, and stewards.  
 

 Digital Support - We offer support to all Premier League Clubs in relation to their digital services 
and have engaged the services of independent accessibility consultants Dig Inclusion, who provide 
expert advice and training for digital inclusion.  In partnership with Dig Inclusion we have developed 
a Good Practice guide which will be circulated to Clubs in the near future.  The Get In! Stadium 
Access App is designed to assist disabled supporters to attend a match with specially designed 
interactive maps for each stadium, key information including Club contact details and an overview 
of facilities and services.  The App is fully accessible and has been accredited by Ability Net.  Work 
is progressing to develop additional content for the App, as part of a new initiative in partnership 
with Disabled Go.  
 

 Disability Access Officers - In June 2016 the Premier League added the role of Disability Access 
Officer (DAO) to its Handbook.  It is now one of five key Club positions outlined in Section J of the 
Handbook.  Clubs must employ and provide written terms of reference for at least one staff 
member as a DAO.  Guidance on the role and its responsibilities is outlined in Rule R.4.  It states that 
a Club’s DAO shall be an appropriately senior official whose responsibilities shall include provision 
of safe, inclusive, accessible facilities and services for disabled supporters, and undertake regular 
liaison with the Club’s management on issues related to disability access.  DAOs are intended to 
build upon the existing role of Disability Liaison Officer, already well established at Premier League 
Clubs.  
 

 Access Statements - Premier League Rules now incorporate the publication by Clubs of an Access 
Statement.  This was added in June 2016 as a progression to existing Rules covered Charters and 
documents produced for supporters in areas including ticketing, merchandise, and related services.  
In January 2016 the Premier League partnered with Disabled Go, the leading provider of access 
information for disabled people in the UK.  A pilot project will see the development of an Access 
Statement and detailed website content for Leicester City, with a view to collating consistent 
information for all 20 Clubs by August 2017.  

 

Club Summaries 
 
The main section of this interim report (below) is a Club-by-Club analysis of their progress towards 
meeting the ASG guidance on built environment adaptations, alongside summaries of other work 
undertaken by Clubs to implement policies and practices aimed at improving services for the disabled.    
The Clubs promoted in May 2016 are being given two years to meet the ASG commitment, the 
equivalent period to that agreed by the Clubs in membership of the Premier League in September 
2015.  They are therefore at the preliminary assessment stage and their details reflect that position.  
The information has been provided by Clubs to the Premier League’s project team, assisted by 
specialist consultants Wilson Owens Owens.  It covers the current position and outlines further work 
underway and planned.  Using a combination of data provided by Clubs and gathered from several 
site visits, the summary tables in the following pages have been developed to include three main 
sections on each Club: 
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 Section 1: Briefly outlines the Club's recent history in the Premier League and offers some 
background regarding its stadium;  

 Section 2: Summarises each Club's current position in relation to key elements of the Accessible 
Stadia Guide, including the stadium environment, entering the stadium, viewing positions, general 
circulation, leaving the stadium and examples of staff training; 

 Section 3: Covers additional club comments and forward plans, with summary responses from the 
Club to access-related questions.  This includes ongoing progress, structural considerations, 
consultation with disabled supporters and examples of good practice.  

 
All Clubs will have additional detail to offer, particularly as developments and implementation takes 
place.  The final report will include much of this additional material.  Clubs have also all invested in 
innovative and supporter-focussed programmes designed to improve the match-day experience of 
disabled supporters. 
 
This combination of improvements to the built environment alongside a wide range of other measures 
intended to raise the quality of the matchday experience for disabled fans is unmatched by any other 
equivalent sporting body in the UK.  It arises from a common commitment to a shared objective – that 
all fans are welcome to Premier League grounds.  Wherever possible, an individual supporter’s 
experience in attending and enjoying a top-flight football match should be such that the last thing 
they have to think about is whether their physical or mental disability will prevent them from 
attending.  There is recognition throughout the Premier League that of course more can be done and 
the process of raising standards will continue. 
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AFC Bournemouth 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history AFC Bournemouth secured promotion to the Premier League for the first time in 2015 by winning the Championship 

title. It was the culmination of a remarkable rise for a Club that had been in administration in 2008, and playing in 
the lowest tier of the Football League as recently as 2010.  
 
The Club finished the 2015/16 season placed 16th in the Premier League.  
 

Stadium background The Vitality Stadium has been the home of AFC Bournemouth since 1910. It has gone through a series of major 
developments in its lifetime. The stadium’s landlord is a private property company called Strucadene; it’s not owned 
by the Club. The stadium currently consists of four stands: 
 
- West Stand               Cortex Main Stand (2001) 
 
- East Stand                 East Stand (2001) 
 
- North Stand              Steve Fletcher Stand (2001) 
 
- South Stand              Ted MacDougall Stand (2013) 
 
The stadium is the smallest in the Premier League, with a capacity of 11,464. 
 
The South Stand is a temporary structure.  
 
In Dec 2016 AFC Bournemouth’s Chief Executive stated that the Club would be working closely with the council to 
identify a suitable location for a new stadium. 
 
AFC Bournemouth’s stated intention is to develop a larger stadium that would meet projected demand and that will 
fully meet the current Accessible Stadia guidance.  A new stadium project manager has been appointed and the aim 
is to open the new stadium for use in the 2020/21 season. 
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 2 Current position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium AFC Bournemouth has a fully considered access plan for disabled spectators. 

   
There is a good provision of disabled parking bays, generally marked out in accordance with BS8300.  The parking is 
as close as feasible to the entrances and is supervised on match-days.  Access routes to the Club are in the main flat, 
sufficiently wide (except to the external concourses in the North and East stands) and hazard free. There are some 
local short, steep inclined sections of paving.    
 

Entering the stadium There are external match-day ticket windows adjacent to the main reception in the West Stand. These have 
lowered counters and induction loops are clearly signed.  
 
There is also a non-match day ticket office which is based in the Superstore. However, this does not have lowered 
counter space.   
 
Access points to the stadium for spectators with disabilities are through designated accessible entrances. These are 
sufficiently wide and are level. 
  
The main reception entrance has double doors; these are suitably wide, with appropriate vision panels and level 
threshold.   
 

Circulation areas The main reception area for the club is well lit and has a clear, logical layout. A hearing loop is available and has lift 
and stairs nearby. The reception desk has no lowered section. The lift provides access to the upper level.  
 

Viewing areas The stadium has 195 wheelchair positions.  187 of these are at pitch-level and 10 are elevated.  
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 107 wheelchair positions of which a maximum of 28 should 
be at pitch-side.  
 
Companion positions are generally located adjacent to wheelchair positions. However, pitch-side positions are not 
marked out and some have circulation routes in front of them. There are 24 positions provided for visiting 
supporters. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
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Quantity -          There is an insufficient ratio of toilets for the number of disabled spectator positions   
Location -          Some of the pitch-side viewing positions are more than 40m from the WCs 
Location -          There are no unisex accessible toilets in the South Stand and users have to access those in the West 
Stand Size -      Some of the unisex WC’s are undersized 
Specification - The unisex WCs do not fully meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

There are refreshment counters at a lower height in each of the Main, North and East Stands, however there is not a 
clear recess below. The raised platform positions in the East Stand have a refreshment ordering and delivery service.  

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 

Executive boxes and the director’s box are accessible but there are no associated wheelchair positions. 
Hospitality suites are accessible and have 2 wheelchair user viewing positions.  
 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club shop is accessible and easy to get around. It has an induction loop, but no lowered counter.  

Press & media areas The pressroom and press conference area are both accessible. There is no wheelchair position with a view of the 
pitch within the press tribune.  
 

Leaving the stadium The escape stair core to the north and south of the West Stand provides a refuge area for spectators using 
hospitality suites and executive boxes.  
 

Staff training All staff have initial disability and equality training, augmented by an annual update. All stewards have obtained 
NVQ Level 2 in spectator safety, and steward supervisors NVQ Level 3 in spectator safety. An annual refresher is 
carried out for stewards already qualified. In addition, the club are also running further disability awareness training 
as well as equality and safeguarding training in February for all stewards.  
 
Ticketing staff have also all completed the Premier League Open for Business online training module.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

An Accessible Stadia Audit was carried out by WOO in November 2016, in addition to the two previous Disabled Go 
visits.  
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

We have appointed an architect with accessibility credentials. 
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How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

As we have announced we will be moving to a new stadium because we are unable to increase the capacity of the Vitality Stadium to a 
required level.  This will permanently resolve any accessibility issues. In the meantime, our approach is to provide the distribution and 
elevation required, by way of temporary structures.  
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes. The external circulation to the North and East stand is minimal. To create the required vertical circulation to new elevated positions will 
therefore require intricate design. The implications of this will be understood in more detail soon. 
  

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Our stadium is sold out for each match, with a very high number of season ticket holders. Ideally, we will carry out the installation works in the 
close season to limit the impact on fans. Given the capacity of the Vitality Stadium, it is imperative we do not lose capacity. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

As soon as possible, but no later than the end of the current season. This will be subject to planning permission and building regulations, plus 
any other approvals necessary. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

We intend to complete the works by the start of the 2017/18 season; that is dependent upon obtaining the necessary approvals. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

There is a possibility that the construction and installation work will limit access to the external circulation and so limit capacity, even on a 
temporary basis, if it overlaps with the football season. 
 
As we do not own our stadium, any alterations to the stadium will also need consent from our landlord.   
  

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

We have ongoing discussions with the Premier League’s appointed architects, a local architect that we have appointed, the local authority, 
our SAG and our disabled supporters. This will continue throughout the design and installation period at the Vitality Stadium and will inform 
our new stadium designs. 
  

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

The learning experience of the work we are currently going through will inform the design of the new stadium. We are well aware that we will 
have to meet the latest standards that we understand are likely to change this year, with the new ‘Green Guide’.  
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Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We do not currently have a waiting list for wheelchair positions. At present, we have 90 season ticket holders who have allocated wheelchair 
positions; on average an additional 10 home wheelchair positions are sold on a match-by-match basis.   

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

At the start of the 2015/16 season we introduced a loyalty points scheme. It is designed to help manage demand for tickets in the context of 
our limited capacity. When tickets go on sale for either home or away matches, they are sold to supporters with the set number of points 
required for that game. There are regular point drops throughout the sale period, widening access to tickets for other supporters. To date this 
season none of our home games have gone on general sale. 

 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

We have a schedule on the official website, and the ticket sales site. This outlines the on-sale dates and ‘points drop’ schedule so supporters 
know in advance when tickets will be available. General ticket information is announced on our website and via various social media 
channels. It is updated on a regular basis.   
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

At present, the club does not reserve any specific seating areas for ambulant disabled supporters and offers the option to sit in an area of 
their choice.  
When booking, we encourage supporters to notify the ticket office of any access requirements; this helps us to ensure supporters are 
allocated the best possible seat for their needs. Seats for ambulant disabled supporters are assessed and issued on an individual case by 
case basis.  
 
We will further explore our approach to easy-access/ambulant seating with our appointed architects.  
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes. We plan to have one in place before the end of this season. The club has obtained quotes for the installation of a temporary changing 
places facility and are investigating the best place to locate it. 
 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Over the coming month, all our stewards will undertake disability awareness training. This supplements the training that forms part of their 
NVQ. 
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We have a room especially for our disabled supporters to use pre-match called the DC Lounge. The DC Lounge is open to all home and away 
supporters, and not just those supporters using the platform.  Complimentary hot drinks are served, and Sky Sports/BT Sports coverage of 
other matches is available. The facility is popular with home and away supporters alike, and has two dedicated stewards.  
 
We also provide accessible travel to our away games for wheelchair users, working with a company that provide a specifically adapted 
minibus, this has proved popular with our supporters. 
 
The club are undertaking a review of the emergency and evacuation policies and practices that are in place for disabled supporters working 
with the SAG ahead of the plans for further elevated wheelchair positions. As part of this, we will ensure that all of our disabled supporters 
are aware of the evacuation process and an information pack will be produced and available to disabled supporters advising them of this, 
which will be available in large print, braille and audio.  
 
We are in the planning process of updating the club’s signage to ensure that it is inclusive for all in line with the ‘sign design guide’, as well as 
increasing the amount of signage around the ground.  
 
Matchday facilities such as hearing loops, an audio version of the programme and audio commentary are being explored further; since 
having the audit carried out in November the club has already increased the number of hearing loops available and is looking to further 
increase this number by August 2017. 
 
Items such as manifestations being added onto doors and increasing the number of push button access doors we have are all also being 
investigated and will be in place by August 2017.  

 
We are planning to implement changes to our current accessible toilet facilities to better reflect current guidelines, if not already in place.  

 
We are continuing to run a focus group with our disabled supporters, to ensure they are consulted with during this process and want to fully 
maintain the good relationship we already have with them.  
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Arsenal FC 
  
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Arsenal FC played in the Premier League’s first season in 1992/93, finishing 10th. 

  
The Club’s lowest ever position came two seasons later and two places lower. The following season Arsenal came 5th 
and they have finished in the top four every season since, notably as champions in 1998, 2002 and 2004.  
  

Stadium background Arsenal FC moved to the Emirates Stadium for the start of the 2006/07 season.  
  
Arsenal had previously played just a few hundred metres east at the Highbury Stadium, which had been home since 
1913.  
  
Woolwich munitions workers had founded the Club in 1886 as Dial Square, and for most of their early days in the 
south-east they played at the Manor Ground in Plumstead. 
  
The capacity of the Emirates Stadium is 60,260 
  

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium The Stadium is located in Holloway, north London, near the A1.  

  
The nearest Overground and Underground stations are at Finsbury Park, Holloway Road, Arsenal and Highbury & 
Islington. None are currently accessible to wheelchair users, although work is taking place on Finsbury Park Station 
to improve this. Local buses are generally accessible. 
  
There are suggested Drop-off and Pick-up points on Horsey Road (outside the Club’s Armoury Store retail outlet) or 
Drayton Park Road.  
  
Benwell Road and Hornsey Road are closed two hours prior to kick-off and for up to one hour after full-time and the 
pick-up points are not accessible during these times.  
  
There is designated Blue Badge Parking on the streets around the stadium. There are also 90 Blue Badge spaces in 
the stadium’s underground car park. 
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Access to the podium level around the stadium entrances is either by two ramps from Benwell Road or Hornsey 
Road on the west side, or via a footbridge from Drayton Park. 
  
The ticket office on Drayton Park has lowered counters at two of its seven windows. The match-day ticket office has 
a lowered counter just inside the media entrance door.  
  

Entering the stadium There are 9 turnstiles blocks, which have wheelchair user and ambulant disabled entrance gates. 
  
There are nine lifts and disabled supporters use these to access the stadium from the car park. All lifts have visual 
floor indicators, an audible announcer, hearing loops, and tactile markings on control buttons. 
  

Circulation areas Entry to the stadium viewing platforms is via the vomitories used by non-disabled supporters from the concourses.  
  

Viewing areas There are currently 240 wheelchair positions in the stadium. All positions are elevated. 
  
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 250 wheelchair positions of which no more than 63 should be 
pitch-side. 
  
There are 12 wheelchair platforms serving the lower tier, all located at the rear of the seating block. 11 of these 
platforms are for home supporters. Each is accessed by ramp from the vomitory landing. Sightlines appear to be 
good. Companions seats are placed against the rear wall. 
  
There are eight platforms on the upper tier, all for the use of home supporters. Companion seats are adjacent. 
  
There are 200 seats designated for ambulant disabled supporters to use. 
  

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

There are 37 wheelchair accessible toilets at the stadium. There is one Changing Places toilet, located on Club Level.  
  
There are male and female toilets on the concourses, next to the vomitories. Each toilets block has one cubicle 
suitable for ambulant disabled supporters.  
  

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The larger refreshment outlets have lowered counters.   
  
Club Level bar counters have lowered positions. The Club Level platforms also have designated drinks tables.  
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Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
  

There are two Club Level platforms for home supporters. Companion seats are adjacent.  
  
There is lift access to the hospitality levels.  

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The Armoury and the Drayton Park stores are both accessible but the entry is via heavy manual doors. 
The Club museum is accessible and is located in the nearby Northern Triangle Building, which also houses the 
disabled supporters lounge.  

Press & media areas The Media Entrance to the stadium, lounge and the press conference room are fully accessible. The media section 
inside the 

bowl of the stadium is not currently accessible for a wheelchair user as it is accessed via steps. 
 

Leaving the stadium The route from viewing positions to the podium is a reversal of the entry procedure. 
  

Staff training The Club employs all of its match-day stewards and provides bespoke in-house training.  

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Access Audit completed in the 2010/11 season.  
  

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 

Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

Yes 
  

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Through the installation of wheelchair positions in the lower tier. 
  

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes. 
  

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes, a number of long term season ticket holders will have to be relocated.  
  

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

During the 2017 close season.  

  

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 
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By the start of the 2017/2018 season.    
  

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

Installing the proposed wheelchair areas will result in the loss of GA seats within the current home and away areas. This will also result in the 
segregation lines having to be moved to maintain the required capacity of the away area. 
  

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

We have consulted with our current disabled members. 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

Our consultations revealed that our members who use wheelchairs were generally in favour of having their enabler/companion sat beside 

them. As a consequence of the consultation process, the majority of the additional wheelchair platforms will have the enabler/companion 
seats beside the wheelchair user, thereby emulating those already situated in Club Level and the upper tier.    

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

Yes.  
  

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

The majority of home Premier League games are sold out to our disabled members. 
  

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Through the Disabled Supporters Information page on Arsenal.com and the Disability Liaison Team’s Twitter account @afc_Disability   
  

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

We have identified the rows immediately in front of the wheelchair platforms as being the most suitable for ambulant disabled supporters 
seating, as they can be reached by only one or two steps.  

  

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

We had a CPT toilet installed on Club Level in March 2014. Although the facility is located on Club Level, it is available to all disabled 
supporters wherever they are seated in the stadium. 
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Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

We are currently considering a couple of locations inside the stadium, with a view of the pitch that could be converted into a sensory room in 

the future.  
  

The Club also provides a Disabled Supporters Lounge facility which is available to disabled supporters before every home game at Emirates 

Stadium.  The Lounge is equipped with a large screen TV and there is also free tea and coffee available. For weekend games the Lounge 

opens from 2 hours before kick -off and closes 25 minutes before the game starts. For mid-week games the Lounge opens from 6.00pm and 

closes 25 minutes before the game starts. 

  

The Club has installed a tactile pathway on the main routes from the access bridges to podium. A purpose-built exercise facility is available 

for assistance dogs on podium level opposite turnstile block F. 

   

The Club has developed its Ticket Transfer scheme to allow Season Ticket holders to transfer their ticket to another disabled supporter.  

  

The Club has an official Supporters Forum, which includes a disabled representative. Forum meetings are attended by the Club’s CEO and 

other senior staff members.   

  

The Club produce an audio podcast version of their match programme. It can be downloaded free of charge from the Club’s website.  

  

The Emirates Stadium received one of the first Centre of Excellence awards from Level Playing Field for demonstrating high standards in 

creating an inclusive experience for disabled supporters.  
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Burnley FC 
(Promoted season 2016/17) 

 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Burnley FC was a founder member of the Football League in 1882 and since the creation of the Premier League the 

Club has played mostly in the second tier.  
 
2009 was the first of two single season spells in the Premier League, with the second coming in season 2014/15. 
 
The club were once again promoted to the Premier League in 2015/16, and are working towards meeting the 
guidelines contained in Accessible Stadia by August 2018. 
 
 

Stadium background Turf Moor is currently the oldest stadium in the Premier League and has been Burnley’s home since 1883.  
 
It has gone through numerous major developments in its lifetime, most recently in 1996.  

Turf Moor Stadium is orientated east-to-west. It consists of four stands, as follows: 

 West Stand: David Fishwick Stand (The Cricket Field End) -1969 

 North Stand: James Hargreaves Stand (The Longside) - 1995 

 South Stand: Bob Lord Stand - 1974 

 East Stand: The Jimmy McIlroy Stand (The Bee Hole End) - 1996 
 
The Stadium has a capacity of 21,401  
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Viewing areas Turf Moor has 42 wheelchair spaces and 31 of these are provided at pitch-level. The views from all existing positions 

have unobstructed sightlines. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends that there should be a minimum of 154 wheelchair positions with no more 
than 39 pitch-side.   
 
The same numbers apply to easy access and amenity seating. 
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3 Forward Plans 
The club is currently developing proposals to meet with Accessible Stadia Guidance by August 2018. 
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Chelsea FC 
 
1 Club Background  
Recent club history Chelsea Football Club have been ever present in Premier League since the competition’s inaugural season in 

1992/93. In 2004/05 Chelsea secured their first Premier League title, retaining the trophy in 2005/06. A third title was 
won in 2009/10 and the Club were last Champions in 2014/15.  
 

Stadium background Stamford Bridge has been the home of Chelsea FC since 1905 and it has gone through a series of major 
developments in its lifetime. The current stadium consists of four stands as follows: 
 

East Stand:  East Stand    (1974-75) 

North Stand:  Matthew Harding Stand  (1996-97) 

West Stand:  West Stand    (1998-2001) 

South Stand:  South Stand (Shed End)   (1997-98) 

 
The current maximum capacity at Stamford Bridge is 41,631 although this figure fluctuates due to the limited egress 
and access routes around the stadium. For live games with international interest the amount of Outside Broadcast 
trucks can limit capacity to 37,500 (e.g. Champions League knock-out stages). The age and configuration of 
Stamford Bridge creates a number of difficult structural challenges in meeting with Accessible Stadia 
recommendations. 
 
A planning application for a new stadium, with an expanded seating capacity at Stamford Bridge was submitted to 
the local council, Hammersmith & Fulham, over a year ago. In the past 12 months the club has consulted widely with 
neighbouring residents, local businesses, statutory authorities and has continued to work closely with the council. 
 
The club were very recently (11 Jan 2017) granted this planning permission to redevelop Stamford Bridge into a 
60,000 seat stadium with a target completion date of season 2021-22. Although this is a significant step, the 
committee decision does not mean that work can begin on site, it is just the latest required approval before work 
can commence and other permissions still need to be obtained.  
 
A redeveloped Stamford Bridge will offer outstanding, modern and fully accessible facilities, with the Club confident 
that the provision for disabled fans will be amongst the best in the world.  Chelsea are working closely with Level 
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Playing Field to ensure that the design meets the requirements of disabled supporters and have indicated that as 
soon as full plans and maps are available that they will be happy to share them with the EHRC. 
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium  

Stamford Bridge is situated in a central residential location, and the external concourses surrounding the stadium 
are limited in size.  
 
Drop-off points are accessed via the Stamford Gate entrance, situated by the Stamford Gate shop. Six pre-booked 
accessible match-day car parking spaces are available for Blue Badge holders. 
 
The areas outside the stadium are controlled by stewards and security on match-days.  
 

Entering the stadium The stadium has six designated accessible entrances, all stewarded on match-day. 
 
The ticket office is located in the South Stand next to the main reception. There are seven windows, including an 
accessible window which has a lowered counter. All service windows are fitted with induction loops. 
 

Circulation areas Horizontal circulation areas vary in size around the stadium. All internal areas of Stamford Bridge including 
hospitality, directors lounge and corporate boxes are accessible for disabled fans and members of staff via lifts and 
ramps.  
 

Viewing areas There are currently 107 wheelchair positions for general access and 21 in corporate hospitality areas and boxes. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 214 wheelchair positions of which a maximum of 54 should 
be at pitch-side. 
 
93 positions are currently at pitch-level and 35 positions are elevated. 123 of these seats have adjacent companion 
seats.  
 
11 elevated viewing positions are provided for away fans.  
 
All wheelchair positions (elevated or at pitch side) have unrestricted views. 
Chelsea acknowledge that provision is below the required amount and are looking at options to address this issue in 
the short term. The new stadium will be designed to comprehensively address the shortfall in wheelchair spaces as 
detailed in section 3.   
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Chelsea liaise with fans to assess their individual needs and have the capacity to be able to offer, for example, aisle 
seating or front row positions which offer additional legroom and/or easy access to a disabled toilet. Disabled fans 
with less complex needs can purchase tickets throughout the stadium and lift access is offered to all areas of the 
ground.  
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

There are currently 11 accessible toilets in the stadium concourses and 11 in corporate areas all of which are fitted 
with RADAR keys which are provided to fans by stewards to use at their discretion. This season the club are looking 
at the possibility of constructing a Changing Places facility which will be equipped with a changing bench, hoist, 
shower head and a large area in which to manoeuvre. 
 
All toilets were refurbished ahead of the 2016/17 season.   
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

Kiosks are fitted with a lowered counter are located at each end of the West Stand concourse, close to accessible 
entrances. 
 
There is a catering pre-order ‘app’ service available for home supporters on match-days. The club operate an in-
seat food delivery service for supporters in the West Stand front row. 
 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

Executive and millennium boxes have wheelchair accessibility. Due to the configuration of the ground the stands on 
the hospitality level are currently inaccessible for wheelchairs.     
 
 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The Megastore opens seven days a week. There is step free access to its interior, which has two levels. Lift access to 
the upper-level is located just to the left of the main entrance. 
  
Stamford Gate – Match-day Megastore (open on match-days only) has steps to the entrance and there is no lift 
access to the basement level. The store exit is also on the basement level with steps to ground level. Staff are 
available to assist with any payment and access queries.  
 
Plans are currently being made to redevelop the Stamford Gate megastore during the summer period which will 
make the store more accessible.  

Press & media areas The press room entrance is via the ground floor and is fully accessible, however the viewing area in the press room is 
accessed via steps. Similarly commentary positions are accessed via stairs.  
 

Leaving the stadium Exit routes are a mirror of the arrival process. Refuge areas have been designated in case of emergencies.  
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Staff training Disability awareness training has been provided for staff. Training comprises half day and full day training courses 
for a variety of staff members, including senior managers. Other generic training is provided for all departments.  
 
Chelsea are developing ongoing steward and staff training to further develop their understanding of the needs and 
requirements of disabled fans. As an example of this commitment, the Club have recently been working with a 
mental health charity (the Alzheimer’s Society) to offer our staff training on issues surrounding dementia and will 
continue to develop awareness and knowledge around this issue.  
  
Stewards will be undertaking training in basic sign language and a more in depth six week programme in sign 
language is also available for staff. 
 
Diversity training has been provided with additional courses taking place this season at all levels of the club.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

 

The latest Access Audit was undertaken in December 2016 
 
 
 
 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Herzog and de Meuron architects have been appointed to design the new stadium.  
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

The new ground will offer minimum of 250 wheelchair spaces with adjacent companion seats at various sites around the ground. Current 
plans indicate that none of these will be pitchside.  All general admission spaces will be on super riser platforms offering unparalleled 
sightlines. Spaces will also be available on the upper tiers as well as all hospitality areas including corporate boxes.  
 
Accessible lifts will be provided at all levels for disabled fans to use. Disabled toilet facilities will be located throughout the stadium, which will 
also offer ‘changing places’ facilities.  
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

 
The creation of a new stadium requires large-scale building works. The current stadium will be knocked down and a new ground created on 
the existing site footprint. As such the club are due to leave the ground for a period of two to three years and will play in an alternative venue.  
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Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

All fans will be relocated to a new ground in the intervening time between work starting on demolition of the existing stadium and the 
opening of a new facility.  
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Works are due to begin in 2019 on the new ground but we expect smaller scale works to start around Stadium Bridge ahead of that date.  
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

The club hope that building work will be complete by 2022. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

As stated above smaller scale work is due to start ahead of the main construction which is due to begin in 2019. The club will be playing 
matches in an alternative location yet to be decided.  
 

Communications 

Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

The Club have discussed proposed plans with their Fans Forum. The Disabled Supporters Association also meet with the club three times per 
season and the group also have a seat on the main Fans Forum. Level Playing Field have been consulted on the plans for the new stadium. 
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

The club have held discussion with groups including  the Chelsea Disabled Supporters Association and Level Playing Field and Chelsea believe 
the new ground will offer unparalleled facilities for all fans.   
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We currently don’t have a waiting list.  
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Demands for tickets is assessed on a match by match basis  
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Ticket availability is communicated through the club website and ticket sales are announced  to members via email 
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Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Chelsea have ambulant spaces throughout the ground and liaise with fans to assess their individual needs. The club have the capacity to be 
able to offer, for example, aisle seating, front row positions offering additional legroom and/or easy access to a disabled toilet. Disabled fans 
with less complex needs can purchase tickets throughout the stadium and lift access is offered to all areas of the ground.  
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

This season we are looking at the possibility of constructing a Changing Places facility which will be equipped with a changing bench, hoist, 
shower head and a large area in which to manoeuvre. 
  
 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Services currently on offer at Stamford Bridge such as earpiece commentary, lower counters and hearing loops will naturally be available in 
the new ground, which we believe will be among the best stadiums in the world for its accessibility and provision for disabled fans.  

In the intervening time we will continue to review and improve facilities and services on offer at Stamford Bridge. We will be investigating the 
possibility of developing a sensory room for fans who require a calm and neutral space at times during their visit to Stamford Bridge as well 
as a changing place facility.  
 
We are reviewing options inside Stamford Bridge to offer increased numbers of spaces for wheelchair users and to further improve access to 
the ground and the facilities within the stadium.  
 
We will continue to develop our website to ensure it is fully accessible to disabled fans.  
 
In recent seasons, we have also installed.   
 

 New signage  

 Non slip surfaces on steps and grilles  
 Lowered kerb 
 Bollard identification reflectors  

 Improved lighting in public areas 
 
We now also undertake an annual access questionnaire. 
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We aim to offer disabled fans attending games an enjoyable experience. As part of this commitment disabled fans are offered the following 
services:  
  

 A dedicated Disability Liaison Officer. 
 A Disability Access Officer access to review and upgrade facilities. 

 Stewards and club staff trained in specific disability related issues 
 Parking at Fulham Broadway and Stamford Bridge  

 Lower Counter and designated ticket office window.  
 Lower service counter kiosk in the West Stand. 

 Ear piece radio commentary.   
 Disability email facility and a direct disability line/fax 
 Disability page on website.  

 Disabled drop off and pick up point.  
 Assisted refreshment service in the Lower East Stand.  

 Wheelchair access to Customer service and shirt printing in the Chelsea megastore.  
 Access guides outlining entrances, facilities and services on offer. 

 Hearing loops at various locations.  
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Crystal Palace FC 
 
1 Club Background 

Recent club history The inaugural 1992/93 Premier League season ended in disappointment for Crystal Palace, as they were relegated 
to the Football League at its conclusion.  
 
The Club achieved promotion again three times over the course of the next decade but on each occasion their spell 
in the top-flight was short lived and restricted to a single season.  
 
Following a sustained period in the Championship, Crystal Palace gain their most recent promotion in 2013. They are 
now competing in a fourth successive season in the Premier League, having secured 11th, 10th and 15th place finishes 
in recent campaigns.  
 
 

Stadium background Selhurst Park has been the home of Crystal Palace FC since 1924 and has gone through a series of major 
developments in its lifetime. The current stadium consists of the following four stands: 
 

East Stand:  Whitehorse Lane Stand   (1969) 

North Stand:  Holmesdale Road Stand (1995) 

West Stand:  Main Stand       (1924) 

South Stand:  Arthur Wait Stand              (1969) 

 

The Main Stand is thought to be the oldest stand at a current Premier League stadium.  

The stadium has a total capacity of 25,972 
 
The stands at Selhurst Park were all constructed prior to the publication of Accessible Stadia and all pre-date 
publication of the 4th edition of the ‘Green Guide’ in 1997. 
 
The age and configuration of Selhurst Park, together with the topography of the immediate area, results in a very 
challenging site regarding accessibility.  
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The Club recently considered whether to develop plans to move to Crystal Palace Park, or to redevelop Selhurst 
Park. However, the Club will remain at Selhurst Park. 
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide, (ASG) 

Outside the stadium Selhurst Park is built into a hill site that slopes from the south-east corner across the whole stadium site.  The Arthur 
Wait Stand is built immediately against the pavement with little room for expansion. The Holmesdale Road Stand 
has some space behind the seating tiers but the external wall is against the pavement, and the Whitehorse Lane 
Stand has a supermarket built against the rear wall.  
 
The Holmesdale and Park Roads are closed prior to a match which makes vehicular access difficult. Although there 
are a small number of drop-off and pick-up points, additional points will need to be agreed with the local authority. 
There are 16 disabled parking spaces available for parking on match days in the Sainsburys car park, which is closed 
and made available for fan parking. 
 

Entering the stadium Designated entrances are provided for wheelchair users, these are accessible. Designated entrances are at Entrance 
2 Holmesdale Road, Entrance 5 & 6 Park Road. 
 
The main club reception is not accessible. 
 

Circulation areas Holmesdale Road – mixed levels and ramped access to reach the wheelchair positions. 
 
Arthur Wait Stand – access to the viewing positions for home and visiting fans is from a segregated concourse for 
home and visiting fans behind the seating tier. Access to the viewing positions is via level vomitories. The concourse 
is small, typical of an old stand design. 
 
There are no wheelchair positions in the Main Stand or the Whitehorse Lane Stand. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 67 wheelchair positions in the stadium, all current positions are elevated.  
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 168 wheelchair positions with a minimum of 42 pitch-side. 
 
Some companion positions are located adjacent to the wheelchair positions, but others have no companion 
position. 
 
13 elevated viewing positions are provided for visiting fans. 
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The stadium does not have any designated amenity and easy-access seating. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s are as follows: 
 
Quantity -          The stadium meets the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions 
Location –          The WC’s are within 40m of the wheelchair user positions  
Size –                   Data currently being compiled 
Specification – Data currently being compiled 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The Club operates a bespoke catering delivery service for refreshments and has some accessible service points in 
the newer concourse outlets. 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The Directors Box is currently not accessible. 
Executive boxes and hospitality suites have limited accessibility. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

There are additional services on the disabled platforms, including a food and drink service to alleviate the 
requirement to queue on relatively narrow concourses at half time.  

Press & media areas Data currently being compiled. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes all mirror the arrival route.  
 
In the case of an emergency, supporters can reach a nearby place of safety but must cross a small concourse when 
leaving the Arthur Wait Stand. 
 
Departure from the Holmesdale Road Stand is direct. 

Staff training The club is currently in the process of rolling out a programme to train all staff at the club (full time and part time) 
on Equality & Diversity and Safeguarding. 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Data currently being compiled 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
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Yes. KSS Design Group Ltd. The Architects have been appointed and have reviewed the Premier League commissioned Accessibility Stage 1 
wheelchair proposals. Our architects have been given a second commission to produce an accessibility study and solution which works for 
Selhurst Park.   
  

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

CPFC will aim to meet the recommendations given in the Accessible Stadia Guide through development of viable areas of the stadium that 
are both safe and practicable.   
  
We have commissioned architects KSS to produce a detailed solution which addresses the current shortfall. A dedicated Project Manager has 
been assigned and a project design team appointed. In addition, we have set up a strategy to agree the brief and design, in discussion with 
the CPFC Foundation and disabled supporters groups.  
  
We will endeavour to meet the total numbers identified. However, this may involve structural alterations and planning permission, plus 
significant seating reduction within the ground. The total provision may be smaller than identified in the report but will remain proportionate 
to the guidance.  
 
 We have also engaged with the CPFC Foundation accessibility group to work with the team. The Foundation also intends to commission 
accessibility studies to review staff culture and additional training for security and staff.  
  
With regard to distribution, we will again endeavour to meet ASG recommendations. As the ground is space limited we will provide in the 
safest and most practicable locations, with appropriate welfare and evacuation facilities. 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes.  Any works undertaken to the Whitehorse Lane Stand and Holmesdale Stand where risers and super risers are required to be “cut” into 
the existing rakers and terracing will be significant and intrusive, if implemented as per the Premier League commissioned report.    
  
Works to the Holmesdale Road Stand and Main Stand will require significant additional structures for spectator welfare facilities.  
  
We have commissioned the architect and structural engineers to review alternative solutions, to help overcome these problems.  

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes.  Most works will be undertaken during the season break, however significant elements of modification of the stands or construction of 
new facilities will require prolonged periods which may affect ground operations and existing seating arrangements, plus access and egress 
from the stands for all fans.  
  
We are developing plans to provide some additional seating to accommodate any loss of capacity. However this requires further analysis 
and will be forwarded when ready.  
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We will consult in detail with accessibility groups and our fans. The final technical aspects of our solutions will then be confirmed and 
presented.  
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

May 2017, subject to planning and statutory approval. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

This will be dependent on the consulting groups/team and relevant statutory authorities and planning permissions.  
  

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

Further surveys and consultant appointments will be necessary. Some loss of present GA and disabled seating will be necessary whilst 
building works are being carried out. Disruption within the stadium will be experienced. 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

We are meeting with our Supporters Trust to discuss proposals in more detail. 
 
We have also met with disabled supporters, although further consultation is anticipated at the next quarterly meeting.  
 
We will meet with our Disabled Supporters Association to update on plans over the coming months. 
 
We work closely with our Foundation who have extensive links with the wider community and other groups with special requirements. The 
Foundation is currently identifying schools and other groups who will benefit from proposed improvements; This work is being undertaken by 
the Foundation’s Disability Manager.  
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

The appointed architects will be required to complete draft proposals for review with our disabled supporters. In addition, working with the 
club’s Foundation has helped us to identify groups in the community who are likely to benefit from the proposed improvements. This has been 
taken into consideration as part of our planning. 

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We currently do not have a waiting list. We find there are several games where available disabled positions are not fully occupied. Once we 
have finalised our plans and the associated timeline, we will work on a marketing plan with the club’s Foundation to make sure that we open 
opportunities for disabled supporters to attend. 
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 
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We run sale reports from our ticketing system. Our Disabled Liaison Officer works closely with supporters to assess demand for matches. 
There is a direct line advertised on our website for accessible seat sales. We log and record the demand for tickets from we and box office 
enquiries. 
We can run reports from our ticketing system on sales and our Disabled Liaison Officer within the ticket office works closely with our 
supporters to ensure we have availability to meet our current customer needs. 
 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Tickets are available via our ticket office and are advertised on our website. We also have conference calls with visiting clubs to ensure that 
visiting disabled supporters are properly catered for. Away clubs then advise to their disabled supporters accordingly. 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Access to the stadium is challenging due to its location within a densely populated residential area. Turnstiles lead directly onto the 
pavements which are managed and maintained by the local authority.  
 
Two streets that provide access to the current home and away supporters disability seating areas are on significant inclines and are within a 
Traffic Management Order area. As part of the architect’s remit, they are tasked with reviewing the current access practice and developing 
improvements. We are also reviewing the easy-access and ambulant seating provision as part of this process. 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes, a minimum of two located at opposite sides of the stadium within close access to the majority of wheelchair positions. Locations to be 
confirmed subject to agreement and planning permissions.  
 

Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide (e.g. 
stewards training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

We have designated stewards based on all wheelchair platforms who are appropriately trained to assist adults and children. They are 
briefed before each match by the Safeguarding Manager. We provide additional services on the disabled platforms for food and drink to 
alleviate the need to queue on narrow concourses during half-time. Our Disability Liaison Officer visits each wheelchair position on a match-
day to make sure that all issues are promptly dealt with as quickly as possible. 
 
The club is currently devising a training plan for all full-time and part-time staff at the Club in equality, diversity and safeguarding. The long-
term aim is to appoint champions in areas including autism, dementia and sexual exploitation. 
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Everton FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Everton FC was formed in 1878 and was one of the founding members of the Football League in 1882. 

 
The Club has spent 114 years in England’s top division of football. It has played continuously in the Premier League 
since its formation in 1992.  
 

Stadium background Goodison Park has been the home of Everton FC since 1892. Of current Premier League Clubs only Burnley has played 
at their current stadium for longer. An attempt to move to a new facility ended when planning permission was refused 
in 2009. 
 
Goodison Park is made up of four stands: 
 
East stand: Bullens Road   (1928) 
North stand: Gwladys Street  (1935) 
West stand: Goodison Road Stand (1971) 
South stand: Park Stand   (1994) 
 
The East Stand and North Stand are two of the oldest in use in the Premier League. Both have two-tiers with the lower 
converted from standing to seating in 1991.  
 
The West Stand has three-tiers and is the main stand containing the majority of the Club’s broadcast and hospitality 
facilities.  
 
 The South stand is the only purpose-built all-seated stand in the stadium.  
 
The stands at Goodison Park were all constructed prior to the publication of Accessible Stadia.  
 
The age and configuration of Goodison Park mean it is not readily made to be fully accessible. Whilst the Club has 
diligently maintained its ageing stadium, it had to ensure that it was sufficiently structurally sound to allow the 
significant works that would be necessary to take place. The Club commissioned a digital cloud data survey of the 
whole stadium as the accuracy of existing drawings was not known and could not be depended on in determining the 
feasibility of the suggested works.  
Tests were commissioned to truly understand the strength of each structure. This was a complex exercise that involved 
breaking open foundations and columns, carrying out localised tests, then sample tests away from the stadium. 
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The results meant that the Club could then safely progress with their commissioned design transformations. These 
are now being taken forward, subject to Planning Permission and Building regulations approval.  
 
 
In addition, since the late 1990s the Club has been assessing alternative sites and stadium designs. They are currently 
looking at two sites in Liverpool for a new stadium. These are understood to be linked to the City’s potential bid to 
host the Commonwealth Games.  
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium The Club is working with Liverpool City Council to assess in detail how disabled fans arrive and depart the stadium 

from various parts of the city.  
 
This requires an understanding of: 
 

i. the public transport infrastructure that disabled supporters use to reach and leave the stadium 
ii. routes and their surface 
iii. signage and information 
iv. pick-up and drop-off points at the stadium 
v. parking  

 
The Club only has control of its land and must work with its partners to ensure the issues identified above are 
appropriately located and designed.  
 
There are road closures around Goodison Park on match-day and the area becomes progressively more congested 
in the build-up to kick-off. There are designated drop-off and pick-up points on Walton Lane.  
 
Accessible Parking  
 
The stadium is in a residential area with relatively few on-site parking spaces. There are accessible parking spaces 
available on Goodison Road, near the entrance to the Gwladys Street wheelchair user spaces.  
 
There are also accessible parking spaces in the Gwladys Street school playground. These are generally 100m+ from 
the disabled entrances. 
  
None of the positions currently have rear of bay hatching. 
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Entering the stadium There are dedicated accessible entrances at ground level in both the south-east and south-west of the Stadium to 
serve the Park Stand and Bullens Road positions and the north-west corner to serve the Gwladys Street positions. 
 

Circulation areas The routes from the entrances to the wheelchair user spaces are outdoors and almost level for the Bullens Road and 
Park Stand positions.  
 
There is a mixture of level and short ramp access from Goodison Place to the Gwladys Street positions. 
 
There is lift access to the hospitality suites, press and directors lounge and boardroom. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 118 wheelchair user spaces.  
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 209 wheelchair positions of which a maximum of 52 should be 
pitch-side. 
 
14 positions are elevated and located in the corner of the Gwladys Stand. They are located at pitchside of the Park 
Stand, Bullens Road Stand, and in the corner of the Gwladys Street Stand.  
 
The view is unobstructed and all positions allow sufficient space for wheelchair manoeuvring; not all have adjacent 
seats for Personal Assistants.  
 
The stadium does not have any specific Amenity and Easy Access seating and so works directly with individual 
supporters to understand their access needs.  
 
Whilst low or at pitch-side, none of the wheelchair positions have restricted views. 
 
The Club has identified a position in the Goodison Road Stand that can be used for a hospitality guest, a director, or 
a member of media staff.   
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

Accessible toilets are located: 
i.  two under the visitors’ section of Bullens Road lower-tier  
ii. four in the Park Stand concourse 
iii. two between the Goodison Road Stand and Gwladys Street stands. 
 
All accessible toilets have been refurbished in 2016 and are accessible by RADAR key. 
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Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

A low counter is provided at a Ground Bar in the Park Stand Concourse, the Club also operates an in-seat ordering 
and delivery system. 
 

Directors and 
hospitality suites 

 

There is lift access to hospitality suites and the boardroom but currently there is only one wheelchair user space with 
a view of the pitch available in these areas.  
 
The Club presently allocates a GA wheelchair user space for hospitality guests. Plans are underway to improve this 
and extend the range of places available in hospitality areas.  
 
There are hospitality boxes at Family Enclosure level but these are small and probably inaccessible to all but small 
wheelchairs. 
 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

Everton One, the Club’s main retail store is accessible. The matchday shop located in the north-east corner of the 
stadium is accessible for wheelchair users.  
 

Press & media areas As with Director and Hospitality suites above there is currently only one possible wheelchair position available that 
can be used by the press and media. A director hospitality guest could though use it. 
 
The media centre is accessible and the BT and Sky TV studio boxes may be accessed by some users. The commentary 
positions are not accessible. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes all mirror the arrival route. Each location has its own designated exit; in case of an emergency 
supporters can reach a place of safety quickly.  
 
The Bullens Road and Park Stand east is proximate to the Park Stand car park. The Park Stand west exits in to 
Goodison Road, as do the Gwladys Street positions but at opposite ends of the Goodison Road Stand. 
 

Staff training The Disability Access Officer is currently developing a training plan for delivery to staff to raise disability awareness 
across the Club. This includes Deaf Awareness, Autism Awareness and Visualise training. 
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Everton FC has a current Accessible Stadia Audit. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

Yes. Wilson Owens Owens. 
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How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Our implementation plan is contained in the WOO stage 2 document.  The scheme is working towards a minimum target of 210 positions in 
total and distributed elevated as necessary throughout the stadium. 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes, in all areas due to age of structures. We have had carried out a ‘Cloud Data’ survey which is currently being translated in to CAD drawings.  

We have also had detailed structural tests carried out to ensure stands safe to have the accessibility work carried out.  

 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes, we will offer best seats available after season ticket renewals. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Offsite fabrication in April/May 2017 on site June/July. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

Our construction work is subject to Planning Approvals, Building Regulations so the work is ongoing.  
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

Potential sightline issues for existing supporters due to seating tier angles and stand structures. Toilets and catering provision for existing and 
new spectators are receiving further consideration. 
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

Disabled supporters groups including a full presentation of plans.  

Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community)  

Building control, Licensing and access officer from City Council regarding plans. Level Playing Field and Café attended our recent presentation 
and consultation.  

 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

Consultations have been helpful. We have explained issues and discussed options for resolution. This has created a better and more detailed 
understanding of disabled fans’ needs and views. We will continue to work together and find solutions with compromises where necessary and 
possible.  
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Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

Yes 
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Applications via Disabled Supporters Club, DLO and Ticket Office Staff. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Website and standard Fan Centre Publicity channels. 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

We have produced initial plans and are currently working with our ticket office, DAO and Head of Stadium Operations.  

 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes. By the summer of 2017. 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

i. Working to become an Autism Friendly Organisation 
ii. Autism Awareness Training is under way 
iii. We wish to create a Sensory Room and working on options currently 
iv. Fan Zone – working to ensure this is accessible 
v. Disability awareness training 
vi. Prepared Equality and Diversity videos – shown on match days 
vii. Currently developing key Club documents in alternative accessible formats, including the match day programme. 
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Hull City FC 
(Promoted season 2016/17) 

 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Hull City’s first season in the Premier League was in 2008/09 when they finished in 17th position. The following year 

they were relegated, before being promoted back to the Premier League again in 2013.  
This spell in the top flight last two seasons, but the time that followed in the Championship was brief and successful.  
The club were promoted to the Premier League in 2015/16 and are working towards ASG compliance by August 
2018. 
 

Stadium background The KCOM Stadium has been the home of Hull City since it opened in 2002, when the Club moved from their previous 
ground, Boothferry Park. Their present home is shared with rugby league club Hull FC. 
The stadium has four stands, as follows: 
North Stand    (2002) 
East Stand       (2002) 
South Stand    (2002) 
West Stand      (2002) 
The stands join to form a full bowl at lower level, with a second tier to the West Stand.  
The stadium has a capacity of 24,983 
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guidance (ASG) 
Viewing areas The KCOM Stadium currently has 147 spaces. 70 of the positions are pitchside, not all of which are fully marked 

out.  There are 80 elevated positions with a good dispersal around the stadium.  Not all of the elevated positions 
have directly adjacent companion positions and sightlines from the elevated positions can be affected if spectators 
stand in the rows in front.   
Accessible Stadia guidance recommends a minimum of 165 wheelchair positions, of which no more than 54 should be 
pitch-side.  
The same recommended minimum numbers apply to easy access and amenity seating. 
 

3 Forward Plans – ASG 
The club are currently developing proposals to meet with Accessible Stadia Guidance by August 2018. 
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Leicester City FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Leicester City won the Championship in 2014 and the following season marked their return for a third spell in the 

Premier League with a 14th place finish.  
 
The Club capped a hugely successful season by winning the Premier League title in 2015/16.  
 
 

Stadium background The King Power Stadium has been the home of Leicester City since 2002.  Previously the Club played for over a 
century at nearby Filbert Street, an association which dates back to 1891.  

The King Power Stadium consists of a full 360-degree single-tier bowl, with a capacity of 32,312. 

The Club has recently been considering an expansion to the stadium.  

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium 50 on-site disabled parking spaces are provided at the stadium.  

Access routes are level, with tactile paving at crossings. 
 

Entering the stadium The ticket office has a lowered counter and induction loops are provided. 
 
Designated accessible entrances are provided for wheelchair users. All the entrances into the stadium are step free. 
 

Circulation areas The reception area has lowered counters, but an induction loop is not provided. General circulation areas are 
accessible. Lifts are provided to higher levels of the stands. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 197 wheelchair positions in the stadium; 113 are at pitch-level and 84 are elevated. 10 positions 
are provided for away fans at pitch-level. 
  
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends that are a minimum of 187 positions of which no more than 47 should be 
pitch-side 
Companion seats are generally located behind the wheelchair position. 
 
The stadium provides designated easy-access and amenity seating for ambulant disabled supporters. There are 238 
across all blocks in the Stadium including the visitors section 
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Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s are as follows: 
 
Quantity -         The provision of unisex WC’s meets the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions 
Location -          Some of the viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s 
Size -                   A few of the unisex WC’s are undersized 
Specification - The unisex WC’s meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout 
 
A Changing Places toilet is located in the South Stand lower concourse. 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

Level access provided to all refreshments outlets and they have lowered counters. Stewards have an established 
process to provide assistance with ordering food and drink; plastic cutlery and cups are also available. 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The executive boxes and hospitality suites are accessible. Viewing positions are not provided for the directors’ box, 
executive boxes or hospitality suites. However, this will be included as part of redevelopment of the Stadium. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store and changing rooms are fully accessible.   

Press & media areas The press room and press conference areas are fully accessible. Accessible toilets are not available but this is work in 
progress. However, the press viewing positions are not accessible for wheelchair users. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases the opposite of the arrival route. 
 

Staff training Training is being undertaken. All safety stewards are trained in On the Ball.  
 
The Disability Access Officer undertakes regular training; for example in January 2017 The Royal National Society for 
the Blind delivered training on experience for supporters with a visual impairment when visiting the King Power 
Stadium. 
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

 

Access Audit underway. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
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Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

Yes 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

There are 197 positions at three different viewing levels. Not all are currently compliant in terms of the location of the companion position, or 
more generally the ratio of wheelchair positions that are elevated. 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes, in order to provide more elevated wheelchair positions significant structural work is required. We have engaged architects to provide 
solutions to provide 10 more wheelchair and companion positions, side-by-side in the away end. 
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes, it is anticipated that in order to provide additional wheelchair positions there will be a significant reduction in seating capacity. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

We will aim to start this work at the end of season. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

We aim to complete at the start of next season 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

The consequence of providing additional wheelchair positions is that we reduce the overall capacity of the stadium. We will manage this as a 
positive move forward in providing more access to wheelchair users and their companions. We are currently in discussions with a number of 
architects to ascertain the best way forward on how to do this. We are currently working on providing additional accessible bays in the 
visitors section during the summer of 2017 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

a. Disabled supporter’s groups - Yes  
 

b. Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) - Yes 
 

c. Safety Advisory Group, (SAG) - Yes 
 

There is regular consultation and engagement with the Clubs Disability Supporters Association, whom we meet with monthly.  
 
The Club’s Disability Access Officer also regularly meets with other supporters on request, and on an individual basis.  
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The Safety Advisory Group (SAG) meets quarterly and has instigated an Access Audit. This audit is carried out every two years. There is 
regular dialogue with the SAG regarding wheelchair and access considerations for the stadium.  
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

We encourage feedback from all our groups - examples include the monthly Disability Supporters Association meetings, the Club’s Fans 
Consultative committee and ‘Your 90 Minutes’ forum. 
 
After liaising with supporters and gathering further feedback, the Club installed a Changing Places toilet. Other developments that have 
followed supporter consultation include the installation of additional hearing loops, developments to our Audio Descriptive Commentary, and 
a braille edition of our Accessibility Guide.  
 
 

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

No 
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

At meetings with our Disabled Supporters Association and through individual supporter requests. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Tickets are promoted on the Club website. If a match has sold-out in all other areas but some wheelchair places remain, we promote that 
through the website and at the stadium. For example, when notices go up at the stadium to say tickets are sold out for a match, we state 
whether access tickets are still available. 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Yes, we have 238 ambulant/easy access seating throughout the stadium.  

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes, we have one installed and are currently investigating options to add a second facility.  

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

We have ‘Here to Help’ staff located outside the stadium to assist supporters on arrival. A team of Access Stewards work inside the stadium 
to provide specialist guidance to disabled fans.  
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We have worked with DisabledGo, a leading provider of Access Information, to develop a detailed Access Guide of our stadium. We also have 
publications available in Braille, large print, and audio CD.  
 
We are reviewing our Digital strategy, ahead of a planned re-launch of our website. We are also researching options for providing an online 
ticketing solution for disabled supporters.  
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Liverpool FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Liverpool FC has played in Premier League ever since the competition’s inaugural season in 1992/93.  

 
The Club has never finished lower than 8th and have been runners-up on three occasions, most recently in 2014.  
 

Stadium background Anfield was built in 1884 and was originally the home of Everton FC, before they moved to Goodison Park in 1891.  
 
It has been the home of Liverpool Football Club ever since and has been through a series of major developments. 
The current stadium consists of the following four stands: 
 

East Stand:  Centenary Stand   (extended and opened 1992) 

North Stand:  Anfield Road Stand   (1998) 

West Stand:  Main Stand    (extended and opened in 2016) 

South Stand:  The Kop   (1994-95) 

 

The stadium has a total capacity of 54,074.  

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guidance (ASG) 

Outside the stadium The main club car park is adjacent to the Centenary Stand but this is not used on matchdays by supporters. 
  
Car parking for disabled supporters is provided on matchdays at two locations, one in Stanley Park and one 
adjacent to Anfield Road, totalling 70 spaces.  
 
Stanley Park has 45 spaces, which are allocated on a ballot basis. The spaces are marked out exactly as BS8300.  
 
Anfield Road car park has 25 spaces which are allocated on a seasonal basis. These spaces are marked exactly to 
the standard of BS8300. Total accessible parking bays equate to 6% of available parking. 
 
 

Entering the stadium The ticket office has a lowered counter and an induction loop. This service point is a window-only position. 
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Five accessible entrances in total.  
Two in the Kop 
Two in the Main Stand  
One in the Anfield Road Stand  
The main club reception entrance is accessible. 
 

Circulation areas The reception areas do not currently have lowered counters, but induction loops are provided.  
General circulation areas are accessible.  
Lifts are provided to upper levels. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 195 wheelchair positions in the stadium, 114 are at pitch-level and 81 are elevated, 10 of which 
are convertible spaces in boxes and six of which are dedicated to hospitality guests. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends 238 distributed wheelchair positions throughout the stadium, with a 
maximum of 60 at pitchside. 
 
The current elevated positions have adjacent companion seats, however, at pitch-level these are not located 
adjacent to the wheelchair position. 
 
Eight positions are provided for away fans at pitch-level in front of the Anfield Road Stand. At present these are not 
sited in the away fans area. 
 
The stadium provides designated easy-access and amenity seating; none are currently provided with armrests. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
 
Quantity -          Anfield Road Stand has a single WC serving 36 positions  
                              (additional accessible WCs to be installed Aug 2017) 
Quantity -          The other stands meet the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions 
Location -          Some of the pitch-level viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s 
Size –                   Some of the unisex WC’s are undersized 
Specification – The unisex WC’s do not fully meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout 
 
The club have two Changing Place facilities, one in the new Main Stand and one in the Kop Stand. 
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Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The refreshment outlets in the Main Stand, Kop and Anfield Road Stand have lowered counters. An ordering service 
is currently only provided on the upper levels of the Main Stand. 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The executive boxes and hospitality suites are accessible. There are viewing positions provided for the suites in the 
new Main Stand but there is no associated viewing position available for the boxes and suites in the Centenary 
Stand.   

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store and museum are accessible, with induction loops provided. 
 

Press & media areas The press room and press conference areas are fully accessible. The press viewing positions are not accessible. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases the opposite of the arrival route. 
The wheelchair refuges in the Main Stand have two-way communication. 
 

Staff training LFC delivers a variety of Equality & Diversity workshops and training events including: 
 
ACAS - understanding equality & diversity at work and unconscious bias, Premier League Open for Business training, 
NVQ level 2 certificate in Spectator Safety and pre-season E&D awareness sessions.  
The club will shortly be providing communications training to customer facing staff.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Liverpool FC has a current Accessible Stadia Audit, undertaken in November 2016. 
 

3 Additional club comments and Forward Plan 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Yes 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Anfield presently has a total of 195 wheelchair positions and a capacity of 54,074. 74 new positions have been provided this season. 
 
We have approval to build the new Anfield Road Stand. However, in the meantime we have developed plans to increase the wheelchair 
provision to over 250 positions.  
 
This includes new provision for raised viewing positions for visiting spectators in the away area and provision in the Centenary Stand, which 
currently lacks wheelchair facilities.  
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The Anfield Road Stand will also see installation of additional accessible toilets.  

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

The solutions involve creating new lift shafts, breaking through structural walls, recasting corner ramps to more accessible gradients and 
overlaying 
on existing terracing. The works are challenging to achieve in the forthcoming close season period and need planning consent. 
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

The solutions would affect a significant number of seats in the stadium.  
We are preparing plans to help to mitigate this. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Subject to agreement of the solutions with the statutory authorities, securing planning approval and other internal approvals, the majority of 
the works are planned to be undertaken in the 2017 close season and substantially completed by August 2017. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

The majority of the solutions identified are targeted for completion in August 2017. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

The works will displace a significantly large number of ticket holders and this is being managed by the ticketing team and customer 
experience team. The works to improve access for away fans also affect the allocation of away fan seating, which requires discussion with 
Licensing and the Premier League. 
 

Communications 

Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

a. Disabled supporters groups 
 
We work with the LDSA (Liverpool Disabled Supporters Association) and the Club is represented at the LDSA monthly meetings. We have 
consulted throughout with the LDSA on our proposals for Accessible Stadia and they have been delighted with the approach taken by the 
Club. 
 
b. Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) 
 
We work with our Supporters’ Committee Disabled Supporters’ representative. The Club meets with the Supporter’s Committee once a 
quarter and with individual representatives on an ad-hoc basis. We have consulted with the representative of the supporters committee on 
our proposals for Accessible 
Stadia. 
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c. Safety Advisory Group 
 
To date we have consulted with the Local Authority, which includes the local authority licensing unit who are a key member of the SAG. We 
plan to share the proposals with the SAG in the near future. 
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

The consultation we have undertaken has informed some of our proposals. Both the LDSA and the supporter’s committee representative 
have been supportive of our proposals and historic development work undertaken by the Club. 
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

Yes, we currently have a waiting list of 19 people for season tickets. We do not sell out all our current home available wheelchair bays for 
match day tickets. 
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Ticket sales are application based. We currently do not sell out our available wheelchair bays. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Ticket sales are promoted through our official club website. We also provide sales details to the LDSA and LFC supporters’ committee to 
communicate further. 
 

Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

We have prepared plans to create amenity and easy access seating which would uplift these seats from 89 currently to in excess of 250.  Most 
works to provide these extra spaces are planned for summer 2017. 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Two Changing Places toilets are currently available at Anfield.  
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Through staff training and making reasonable adjustments we have improved accessible services for partially sighted/blind spectators, hard 
of hearing/ deaf spectators, learning or intellectually disabled spectators, spectators with mental health conditions and assistance and guide 
dogs. 
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LFC has the following positions related to disabled supporters; Equality & Diversity Advisor acts as Disability Access Officer and Disability 
Ticketing Team Manager 
LFC delivers a variety of Equality & Diversity workshops detailed under ‘Staff Training’ above. 
We are exploring Autism awareness training. 
Stewards have completed Equality & Disability Awareness module as part of NVQ level 2 certificates in Spectator Safety. All stewards receive 
an induction and orientation of Anfield including location of accessible facilities. Stewards' briefings occur before each match where key 
messages are communicated. 
LFC has a number of specially designated disability stewards to support our disabled supporters throughout the stadium. 
LFC has detailed accessibility pages, which can be navigated to from the home page, ticketing page and club charter. The accessibility page 
includes LFC's detailed accessibility guide, ticketing information, details of our facilities and FAQs. A variety of other information on visiting 
Anfield is available from the website. 
 
DIG Inclusion has completed an accessibility audit on LFC's website against WCAG 2.0. A number of tests were conducted. Some were passed. 
Others require development work. This has been delegated to LFC's web development team, which is scoping out the development work 
necessary in order to plan developments accordingly. 
 
 
Visit Football is a Premier League initiative that helps set the standards for match experience from the perspective of home supporters, 
visiting supporters, supporters with specialist access requirements and supporters in hospitality areas. 
Liverpool Football Club has been ranked No.1 in the Premier League’s Visit Football Quality for 2015/2016 season. 
 
Assured Stadium Assessment Scheme, for its overall fan experience. 
Additional notes: 

- All surfaces inside the Stadium’s footprint are paved and accessible 
- Digital audio commentary for visually impaired supporters is available for all areas of the Stadium. The audio unit offers a pre-set 

choice of three commentaries: two from local radio stations and LFCTV commentary. Headsets are provided. 
- Toilet facilities sinks have lever taps and support rails fitted around the WC and sink. Alarms are also fitted for assistance 
- Hearing loops are fitted at the ticket office, retail store and at low counter kiosks in each stand 
- There are 5 accessible entrances into the Stadium. All entrances are operated by matchday staff who will welcome supporters into 

the Stadium 
- The Club has a dedicated contact email and telephone number for disabled fans 
- All low counter kiosks have an alternative format of the menu to hand, printed in black size 16 font on yellow paper 
- Our stewarding team will facilitate guide dog spending on request. 

 
We have identified a potential space for a Sensory Room and are researching its suitability.  
We are investigating options to add online ticket purchasing for disabled supporters.  
Our official website contains a video guide, detailing accessible facilities, services and how to make use of them.  
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A recent project has seen the introduction of accessible signage around the stadium that makes use of colour-contrast and pictograms.  
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Manchester City FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Manchester City competed in the first four Premier League seasons before being relegated in 1996. A difficult spell 

followed, in which they dropped as low as the third-tier before firmly re-establishing their Premier League status in 
2002.   
 
The Club has played in the Premier League ever since, achieving a 3rd place finish in 2011 before clinching a first-ever 
title the following year. City has continued to perform consistently in recent seasons, winning a second title in 2014 
and coming close to further honours as runners-up in 2013 and 2015. Last season was their 6th consecutive finish in 
the Premier League’s top four. 
 

Stadium background Manchester City has played at the Etihad Stadium since 2003 when the Club moved from Maine Road, their previous 
home of 80 years.  
 
It was built to stage the 2002 Commonwealth Games, then converted into a football stadium shortly after. In 2008 it 
hosted the UEFA Cup Final.   
 
The stadium is the centrepiece of the Etihad Campus, which has been developed by the Club in tandem with 
neighbouring areas of East Manchester as part of their community outreach and urban regeneration 
  
The stadium consists effectively of four stands named Family Stand (North), East, South and the Colin Bell Stand 
(renamed from West Stand in 2004). These stands are joined to form a complete lower bowl over two tiers.   
 
The East and West (Colin Bell) stands have an additional upper tier. The South Stand was extended to include a 
third tier in 2014. The club are considering extending the North (Family) Stand in the same way. 
 
The capacity is currently 55,365. 

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
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Outside the stadium There are drop-off points close to the designated disabled entrances. 
 
Manchester City has approximately 542 accessible parking bays, which forms 13% of the total parking provision. This 
exceeds the Accessible Stadia minimum requirement.  The bays are marked out in accordance with BS8300. 
 
The majority of the parking is as close as feasible to the designated entrances and is supervised. There is a shuttle 
buggy service in operation to and from the Orange (accessible parking area) and Blue car parks.   
 
Access routes to the stadium are generally flat, sufficiently wide and hazard free.  The Club is currently investigating 
whether tactile paving should be used to indicate approaching vehicular routes. 
 
External signage is consistent and clear. 
 
External ramps comply with Accessible Stadia Guidance. External stairs are mostly compliant with a few minor 
amendments currently under review.  
 

Entering the stadium The Club shop has ticket outlets at a height suitable for wheelchair users. 
 
The home match-day ticket office has 10 lowered ticket windows and accessible to wheelchairs but small 
improvements could be made to achieve full compliancy.  All windows have induction loops provided.  The away 
match-day ticket office has three lowered windows which comply with Accessible Stadia Guidance. 
 
There are 4 designated entrances into the stadium are provided for wheelchair users, these are fully accessible and 
staffed.   
 
The entrance into City@Home is fully accessible and has a power operated door. The entrance to the Club shop is 
fully accessible and have automatic sensor controlled doors. 
 

Circulation areas Some reception areas do not currently have compliant lowered counters, these are at internal hospitality points.  
 
General circulation areas are accessible and stairs, ramps and corridors meet Accessible Stadia guidance.  
 
The lifts meet Accessible Stadia Guidance on size, but improvements could be made to some lifts to include audible 
alerts and mirrors. This is being actively explored ahead of the 2017/18 season. 
 

Viewing areas Total number of confirmed wheelchair viewing positions in the stadium is 254. Accessible Stadia Guidance 
recommends a minimum of 242 wheelchair positions with a maximum of 60 pitch-side. 
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The distribution of seats around the stadium is good, however there is not a choice of seats at different elevations as 
none of the positions are at pitch-side; this has been extensively explored by the Club however a safe ingress and 
egress, along with access to facilities, is not safe or practical. The Club continues to monitor opportunities to 
introduce pitch-side positions.  
 
A number of positions are without adjacent companion seats however work is in progress to address this 
configuration. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

Quantity -         The stadium meets the guidance in respect of a minimum of 1 per 15 positions 
Location -         The travel distance from position to the toilet is below 40m   
Size -                   The toilets are of an adequate size 
Specification - The unisex toilets are mainly compliant with BS8300 with some minor works necessary which are    
currently under review by Manchester City 
 
There is a Changing Places toilet in the South Stand. 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

There are refreshment counters at a lower height, although these do not have knee recesses beneath.  Induction 
loops are not currently available in these areas but will be installed by the end of the season.  
 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

Executive boxes, Directors boxes and Hospitality suites are all accessible and have wheelchair positions within their 
associated stadium seating positions.  

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The Club shop has automatic sensor controlled doors, plus clear access routes inside the shop.  
 
There is an accessible lowered counter on level one of the store, and further work has been identified to ensure that 
this designated point is easily identified and has access to an induction loop. 
 
There are three satellite retail kiosks, these include an access ramp and further work will be undertaken to add an 
induction loop. 
 

Press & media areas The venue media centre, press conference room and press tribune are fully accessible. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases the opposite of the arrival route.  
 

Staff training All staff undertake disability and equality training. 
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Current Access Audit 
in place? 

An Access Audit was completed early 2016 by Level Playing Field. 
 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
No, as there is no immediate need to do this as accessibility is well placed in all current discussions.  For all major projects (including any 
potential plans for any future developments that may occur) we commission an architect as part of this process and The Disability Access 
Officer, would be part of the planning process. 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Although we exceed the recommended amount of positions required, we are working towards the configuration and location of the Personal 
Assistant seat in relation to the wheelchair position. Although we do not currently offer pitch-side wheelchair positions, this was explored 
extensively during the recent stadium expansion. Following consultation with Level Playing Field and our Disabled Supporters Association, a 
decision was made to not proceed with this due to concerns about egress and safety. We continue to review the viability of a pitchside 
provision in relation to any relevant stadium developments. 

 
There are 21 wheelchair bays located in the visitors’ section (Level 1 x 12, Level 2 x 9). There is an option to provide an additional two 
wheelchair bays – whilst adjacent to the home area, they are within 20m of the Level 2 visitors section. 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

No. 
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

No, we will stage the scheduled reconfiguration works of the wheelchair platforms over the course of the season and the off-season. We are 
also extending four wheelchair platforms on Level 2, which will improve the view for supporters. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Work on extending the Level 2 platforms will commence this season.  Reconfiguration of the Personal Assistant seats next to the wheelchair 
positions on Level 1 will likely commence during the summer. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

We would anticipate that these works would be completed by August 2017. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 
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Some groups of fans may prefer the current configuration but we have consulted with members of the Manchester City Disabled Supporters 
Association and taken guidance from the Access Audit and supporter feedback. These indicate the move to the new configurations are what 
the majority of the supporters want. 
 
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

a. Disabled supporter’s groups - Manchester City Disabled Supporters Association. 
b. Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) -  via a supporter survey and at MCDSA supporter meetings. 
c. Safety Advisory Group - regular meetings are held throughout the year. 
d. Building Control - We maintain a good working relationship with Building Control. 

 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

The consultation has made us more committed to completing the works, primarily to improve the match-day experience for our supporters 
and also to ensure we conform to best practice and guidance. 
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We do not have a specific waiting list for wheelchair positions; we operate a Seasoncard Waiting List which all supporters can join for a 
chance to be offered a Seasoncard, subject to availability. There are currently disabled supporters on this list.  
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

We review the availability on a match-by-match basis; we would then liaise with MCDSA to highlight availability. We carry out supporter 
surveys to gain a greater insight in relation to our ticket offering and match-day experience. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

The Club’s website (mancity.com), social media platforms, direct supporter emails and the MCDSA website 
 

Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

We have identified easy access seating on all levels within easy access of an entrance route and within a minimum number of steps. We also 
have seating with increased leg space and a slightly greater height. We are currently investigating the need and logistics of arm rests being 
installed for ambulant (amenity) seating. 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 
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Our Changing Places facility opened in October 2016. 
 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 
 

Available: 

 On match-days we operate shuttle buggies from Orange/Blue Car Parks to the stadium perimeter. 
 542 on-site accessible parking spaces close to the stadium.  

 Winter packs which include hand warmers, foil blankets and rain ponchos. 
 Handheld menus and drinking straws at match-day kiosks. 

 Lowered counters at the food concessions. 
 Match-day Audio Commentary Service 

 Dedicated Disability Access Team 
 Comprehensive access page with a pre-visit access video for supporters at www.mancity.com/access  

 Access Statement available on www.mancity.com/access 
 Match-day programme available in other formats upon request 
 Induction loops at the majority of the supporter outlets. Further portable induction loops will be introduced at designated accessible 

kiosk points 

 Two Super Risers are installed in the stadium; one within the Family (North) Stand for home supporters and one within the South 
Stand for visiting supporters. 

 All concourse toilets include one cubicle designed to be suitable for ambulant disabled supporters  
 
Under review 
 Text phone service and Live Chat Functionality 
 Easy Access Guides 
 Improved training programme for all match-day staff 
 Additional induction loops 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

http://www.mancity.com/access
http://www.mancity.com/access
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Manchester United FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Manchester United have enjoyed a sustained period of success in the Premier League. They have won the title 13 

times, most recently in 2013, and have been runners-up on seven occasions. 
 

Stadium background Old Trafford dates back to 1910 and each stand has gone through various developments since then.  The current 
stadium consists of four stands and two quadrants:  
 

i. North Stand - (The Sir Alex Ferguson Stand, 1996) 
ii. NE Quadrant - 2006 

iii. NW Quadrant - 2006 
iv. East Stand - 2000 
v. West Stand - (Stretford End, 2000)   

vi. South Stand - (The Sir Bobby Charlton Stand, 1960)   
 
Old Trafford is the largest league stadium in England, with a current capacity of 75,668.  

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 

Outside the stadium There is a fully considered access plan for disabled spectators.   
  
Manchester United has approximately 300 accessible parking spaces, around 7% of the total parking provision.  
 
These bays comprise of 121 hatched bays and 179 spaces for Blue Badge holders. The hatched bays are generally 
marked out in accordance with BS8300. The blue bays are larger than standard bays but not compliant with BS8300. 
The parking is as close as feasible to the designated entrances and is supervised.  Access routes to the stadium are 
in the main flat, sufficiently wide and hazard free; there are locally some short steep inclined sections of pathway.   
  
External signage is consistent and clear. 
 

Entering the stadium Designated entrances are provided for wheelchair users, these are fully accessible.  
 
The ticket office is fully accessible and has a hearing loop.  All external doors to hospitality areas are stewarded 
when in use. 
Entrance doors to the club shop are automatic and stewarded. 
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Circulation areas Some reception areas do not have a lowered desk or induction loop. 
 
There are areas of the South Stand which are inaccessible to wheelchair users; one of the passenger lifts to access a 
hospitality suite can only be reached by a platform lift. Some lifts provided are too small and further lifts have 
internal specifications that do not meet Accessible Stadia Guidance.  
  

Viewing areas Old Trafford currently has 120 wheelchair accessible positions. None of the positions are at pitch-side.   
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 282 wheelchair positions of which a maximum of 71 should 
be pitch-side (figures based on current capacity of Old Trafford). 
 
The location of current positions is mainly in the East Stand, although there are 16 newer positions in the North-East 
and North-West quadrants of Old Trafford. 
 
Old Trafford has 126 amenity/easy access seats. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
 
Quantity:         There are more than sufficient numbers of toilets for the disabled spectators positions currently 
provided.   
Location:         Some of the viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s, although access routes are 
unrestricted.   
Size:                A few of the unisex WC’s are undersized 
Specification:  The unisex WC’s do not fully meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout. 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

There is a refreshment counter at a lower height available for supporters in East Stand positions. The raised Friends 
and Family platform positions have a refreshment ordering & delivery service. 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

Executive boxes are accessible and many have level thresholds and removable seats in the viewing areas that can 
be adapted to accommodate wheelchair positions.  
 
Most of the hospitality suites are accessible, however there are raised platform areas in some suites which are 
inaccessible to wheelchair users.  
 
Manchester United is currently investigating options to make the Directors Box wheelchair accessible.  
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Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club shop is accessible. There is step-ramp access into the shop and the ramps are complaint with ASG 
guidance. There is a till-point with a lowered counter, although it does not have knee space below.       
 

Press & media areas The venue media centre is accessible.  The main entrance and majority of the conference room is inaccessible, but it 
is possible to access the back row of the conference room.  The press tribune is inaccessible.  
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are the opposite of the arrival route. 
 
The emergency exit routes are planned including appropriate refuges and these form part of the management plan.   
 

Staff training All staff receive disability training. There is more specific training for the dedicated Access Stewards who work in 
areas with wheelchair accessible positions. Specific training is also provided for ticket office staff.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Manchester United has a current audit, undertaken in Nov 2016. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

Yes. Architects were appointed and they completed a detailed feasibility study in Feb 2016.  
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

 
Manchester United will undertake significant stadium construction works before August 2017 to deliver the required number of wheelchair 
positions, amenity/easy access seats & supporting facilities (e.g. ramps, platform lifts, toilets, kiosks, etc.) as outlined in Accessible Stadia 
Guidance.  

 
A significant number of GA seats will be removed to put in place the new disabled seating positions.  

 
New disabled seating positions will be distributed in the East, North and South Stands, Old Trafford also has additional existing wheelchair 
positions in the upper tiers of the North-East and North-West corners of the stadium.  Wheelchair users will have a choice of location in four 
different price bands.  
 
Structural changes will be complete ahead of the 2017/18 season (i.e. the Club will comply with the capacity requirements outlined in 
Accessible Stadia by August 2017), allowing all the new accessible facilities to be used immediately for friendlies and cup games not included 
in the automatic cup scheme.   
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Circa 100 of the 300 newly created positions will be used for Premier League matches and some cup games, and this number will increase 
year-on-year from Aug 2017 to Aug 2020 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Owing to the scale of the project, it will be very challenging to complete the necessary construction works by Aug 2017, but August remains our 
target date and the project is on track. 
  
Modular system will be constructed placing new wheelchair platforms over the existing terracing, allowing us to change the setup of the 
stadium between disabled and non-disabled seating.  
 
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

 
A significant number of Season Ticket holders will need to be relocated. 

 
Relocated Season Ticket holders will receive priority on non-renewed seats each summer for a number of years.  No new Season Tickets will 
be sold in equivalently priced seats of the stadium until the affected/displaced holders are consulted and relocated.  

 
The club is offering a ‘goodwill package’ to affected Season Ticket holders by way of free home cup games for one season, and  a seat move 
to any location in the stadium at no additional cost for one season. 
  

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

The majority of construction work will commence immediately after the last match of the 2016/17 season at Old Trafford (21st May).  
 
Structural surveys started in 2016, and we will continue to ensure necessary enabling works are prioritised to help meet the tight construction 
deadlines in the close-season. 
  
In order to be equitable to the displaced Season Ticket holders, we are phasing the mandatory relocation of these Season Ticket holders (and 
conversely phasing in new disabled positions) over 3 years from August 2017 to August 2020.  
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

August 2017 
  

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

The largest single consequence is the impact on current Season Ticket holders who will have to be relocated.  
 
The capacity of Old Trafford will also reduce to c73,400 when all new disabled seating positions are in place. 
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Additionally, there may be matches in the close season and the stadium will have to safely operate despite construction works having 
commenced.  
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

The Club has undertaken an extensive consultation programme, including: 
 

1. Survey to all known disabled supporters, Season Ticket holders and Official Members (Aug/Sep 2015) 
 

2. Consultation programme with over 20 key stakeholders (Nov/Dec 2015), including the EHRC, MUDSA, Level Playing Field, Scope 
and other national and local charities 
 

3. Regular communications and meetings with the Equality & Human Rights Commission over the past 18 months 
 

4. Second questionnaire to disabled supporters who are Official Members, in conjunction with the Manchester United Disabled 
Supporters’ Association (MUDSA) in Jan 2017 

 
 
a. Disabled supporter’s groups 

 
Yes, we have had many meetings with MUDSA over the past 18 months, with increased frequency over the past few months. 

 
b. Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) 

 
Yes, two questionnaires have been sent to disabled supporters, one in Aug/Sept 2015 and one in Jan 2017 to canvass supporter 
views on key topics. Additionally, we have consulted various disabled groups/associations (see above) 
 

c. Safety Advisory Group 
 

Yes, and further meetings are scheduled to discuss - we are not expecting any issues or objections to the plans, and the 
consultation with the Safety Advisory Group will continue through to the Building Regulation submission stage. 

  

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

 
Consultation has been pivotal in shaping the club’s plans, particularly regarding changes to policies (e.g. ticketing policies) for disabled 
supporters.  
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Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

The club will launch a Season Ticket Waiting List for all disabled supporters in February 2017 in advance of sales for the 2017/18 season. 
  

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Currently the majority of wheelchair supporters and blind / partially sighted supporters have to enter a ballot to access tickets to matches at 
Old Trafford. 
 
We therefore have records of ballot applications and success rates, with particularly detailed records this season (2016/17) when ticketing 
responsibility was brought back ‘in-house’ (previously MUDSA were responsible for disabled ticketing at Manchester United).   
 
Future demand is harder to assess, given that the club has communicated a number of price changes to wheelchair users and blind/partially 
sighted supporters.   

How do you promote ticket availability? 

We communicate regularly with all Official Members regarding ticket availability (including disabled Official Members), with the primary 
communication channel being email.  We will also occasionally send information out to supporters via post, as well as call supporters when 
demand is low for certain matches. 

 
On all ticketing communications, there is additional information specific to disabled supporters (e.g. “Any supporters requiring accessible 
seats can apply now online or by calling 0161 868 8009)” 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

 
Yes, we currently have 126 easy access/ambulant seats. This will increase to 278, with the full complement being available for certain matches 
in 2017/18, and all matches from August 2020. 
  

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes, we have a Changing Places toilet at Old Trafford. On average, this is used 1 - 2 times per home match. It is located in the East Stand 
Wheelchair Platform in the concourse adjacent to the South-East Quadrant 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

The Ability Suite 
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We have a dedicated ‘Ability Suite’ which is a match day lounge designed for supporters with access requirements, Located in the South East 
quadrant, the Ability Suite has lowered kiosk facilities (suitable for those using a wheelchair), accessible toilets, television screens and is open 
before, during and after the game. Powered wheelchairs/scooters or portable ventilators can be re-charged. 

 
‘Friends & Family’ Seating for Wheelchair Users 
We offer friends and family seating in the wheelchair bays of the North East and North West Quadrants. This option means that supporters 
using a wheelchair can enjoy the game sitting with their friends and family. 
 
Specialist ‘Access’ Stewarding Team 
We have a specialist stewarding team dedicated to assisting disabled supporters on a matchday at Old Trafford.   
 
Buggy Service 

The club has a ‘buggy’ service which helps supporters with walking difficulties get from the car park to the stadium 
 
Social Events:  
The club help MUDSA facilitate a number of events throughout the season, including tenpin bowling, an annual dinner, a Christmas party and 
a trip to ‘the dogs’. Our disabled supporters also get a chance to meet the players, including at the annual player Q&A event 

 
Community Outreach: 
The club, through its charitable foundation, is working with MUDSA to set up and run community outreach programmes, using the brand to 
help engage with and empower more disabled individuals & groups. 
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Middlesbrough FC 
(Promoted season 2016/17) 

 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Middlesbrough played in the first Premier League season in 1992/93. It ended in relegation but a further promotion 

was achieved in 1995.  Another relegation in 1997 was followed by immediate promotion in 1998, with the Club 
maintaining Premier League status until being relegated again in 2009. 
 
After seven seasons in the Championship, the Club earned promotion back to the Premier League in 2015/16.  
 
The club are now working towards meeting the guidelines contained in Accessible Stadia by August 2018. 
 
 

Stadium background The Riverside Stadium has been Middlesbrough’s since it opened in 1995. Previously the Club played at Ayresome 
Park. 
 
The stadium’s four stands form a fully enclosed bowl.   
 
North Stand     -    1995 
East Stand        -     1995 
South Stand     -    1995 
West Stand       -    1995 
 
The Stadium has a capacity of 34,746 
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Viewing areas The Riverside Stadium currently has a total of potential 221 spaces which exceeds the Accessible Stadia Guidance, 

although not all fully meet the Guidance.  
 
The East Stand and West Stand have 130 potential positions at pitch level, not all of which are fully marked out.  
There are 91 elevated positions with a good dispersal around the stadium.  These include 10 elevated positions in the 
Away Fans area introduced for the 15/16 season and a further 14 elevated positions in the South Stand introduced at 
the start of the 16/17 season. Not all of the elevated positions have directly adjacent companion positions, This 
arrangement has been discussed and agreed as a preference with the Middlesbrough Disabled Supporters 
Association. 
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Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum 194 wheelchair positions of which no more than 48 should be 
pitch-side. 
 
The same numbers apply to Easy Access and Amenity seating. 
 

3 Forward Plans 
The club are currently developing proposals to advance compliance with Accessible Stadia Guidance by August 2018 following a full 
accessibility audit of the stadium in 2016. 
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Southampton FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Southampton participated in the Premier League for 13 seasons before being relegated in 2005.  

 
By 2010 the Club had dropped as low as League 1 but successive promotions capped their return to the Premier 
League in 2013.  
 
Southampton finished 14th in their first season back, and they have gone on to register three consecutive top-half 
finishes since, culminating in a Club record 6th place in 2016. This brought with it a second successive qualification for 
the UEFA Europa League.   
 
 

Stadium background St Mary’s Stadium has been home to Southampton since 2001. The Club spent the previous 103 years playing at The 
Dell.  
 
St Mary’s Stadium consists of four stands:  
 
East Stand:       Itchen Stand 
South Stand:    Chapel Stand 
West Stand:      Kingsland Stand 
North Stand:     Northern Stand 

 
The stands are joined to form a complete bowl of equal height, with a capacity of 32,384.  
 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guidance (ASG) 
Outside the stadium Drop-off points are some way from the designated access points. 

 
Southampton have 80 disabled parking spaces which are allocated to home supporters on a season basis.  There 
are six spaces for away supporters.   
 
Spaces are not laid out in accordance with BS8300. 
 
Pick-up and drop-off points are more than 50m from some of the entrances.  
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The ticket office has three serving locations. Serving location one has a lowered counter. Signage could be improved 
to clearly indicate the accessible serving location. 
 
Signage and wayfinding around the stadium should be clearer.   

Entering the stadium Entry and Exit signage lacks clarity. 
 
The manifestation on some surfaces is ineffective and there is poor colour contrast between walls and floors. 
 
The main reception counter is not lowered. 
 

Circulation areas The Main reception area does not have a lowered counter. 
 
Lift from reception does not have an audible indicator, nor adequate signage outside lift displaying the arrival floor.  
 
Signage generally requires improvement. 
 
Evacuation information is lacking. 
 

Viewing areas St Mary’s has 193 wheelchair positions and the majority of these spaces are at pitch-side. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends 186 wheelchair positions with a maximum of 47 located at pitch-side.  
 
Raised platform positions potentially have compromised sightlines, if spectators stand up in the rows immediately in 
front.  
 
A raised platform has been created for visiting supporters. 
 
Improved sightlines could be developed at pitch and elevated levels. 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

There are 33 accessible toilets in the stadium – 17 of which are concourse toilets including two located in the away 
end (or four when the visiting team has a larger allocation).  
 
There are 2 external accessible toilets near to the ticket office and megastore. There is a Changing Places toilet that 
is accessible to all fans and visitors on request. Not all current accessible toilets meet the BS8300 specification. (e.g.: 
alarm cord missing or in wrong location, taps in wrong location, colour contrast, soap dispenser, no grab rails at 
urinals) 
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Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

All food and beverage units on concourses have a lowered counter for disabled visitors. Signage needs to be 
improved. All concourses have shelving at two heights although the number of lower shelves needs to be increased.  
 
Scald proof cups and alternative cutlery that is easy to hold is to be provided before the end of the season. 
 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

All hospitality areas, directors’ suites and boxes are accessible and have accessible toilets.  
 
Chairs in suites are all of one type and height, which need to be addressed. Signage and wayfinding needs to be 
improved. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club shop has automatic doors, lowered counters and accessible changing rooms. 
  
There are no induction loops although these are currently being planned. 
 
More upgrades are planned and further data is currently being compiled.  
 

Press & media areas The press room and media suite are inaccessible. 
 

Leaving the stadium Assistance is provided on request to disabled fans leaving the stadium.  
 
Wayfinding and signage needs to be improved.  
 

Staff training Club staff are currently working to complete the Premier League ‘Open for Business’ course.  
 
Stewards are trained to a minimum of NVQ level 2, with additional training including autism awareness.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Access Audit completed in Mar 2016. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Architects are not currently commissioned. Research is currently being undertaken with a view to developing our existing provision.  
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 
We currently have 193 wheelchair positions and so exceed the number recommended by Accessible Stadia Guidance.  
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Recent development works re-opened two raised platforms, adding 18 positions, and ensuring there are pitch-side and elevated positions 
throughout the stadium, including for away supporters.  
 
We have made changes to staffing provision and our match-day processes to improve access to these areas, removing the need for extensive 
building works.  
 
We are using access consultants and fan consultation as a means of reviewing options to increase the ratio of elevated to pitch-side 
positions.  
 
70 positions are elevated. All currently have compliant companion positions. 
  

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

We are engaging with experts to understand the challenges linked to raising the level of elevated platforms to improve sightlines. We are 
considering the relative merits of options, ranging from changes to the built environment or management solutions, such as removing rows of 
seats immediately in front of the platforms. Our preference is to ensure wheelchair users have an unobstructed view, but maintain close 
proximity to other supporters.  
 
We expect to present a full assessment to our Board shortly. 
 
To increase the elevated wheelchair user capacity there will either need to be significant structural changes to mid-tier platforms, or if at the 
rear of the stands, new stairs and lift-cores will be required providing a suitable design configuration is possible around the roof structure.   
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

It is likely that any new or extended platforms will result in a capacity loss. However, we currently exceed the minimum numbers so no 
immediate works are planned. Moving forward, once all other priorities have been achieved, we will look at further improvements with the 
consultation of fans. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

N/A  
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

N/A 
  

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

N/A  
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Communications 

Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

We surveyed our supporters, most recently in Jan 2017. Feedback will be collated in the coming weeks and used to inform our plans.  
 
We meet on a bi-monthly basis with our disabled supporter’s association (DSA), and from Feb 2017 we will use focus groups to provide more 
detailed feedback linked to areas of our implementation plan. Our Jan survey will help to form agendas for the initial focus group topics.  
 
In association with our DSA we hold a major Open Day at the stadium each year. Approximately one thousand supporters attended the most 
recent Open Day, providing an opportunity for us to increase understanding of our stadium and services and to gain insight from new and 
existing fans.  
 
We consult with our Safety Advisory Group (SAG) on individual issues, or plans such as the re-opening of elevated platforms at the stadium. 
Moving forward, we have added Accessibility as an agenda item for each meeting with our SAG.  
 
Independent access experts, Goss Consultancy, provide guidance and have also completed a full access audit of our stadium. We continue to 
engage with them on the formulation and implementation of projects linked to access impact assessment.  
 
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

Consultation with Goss Consultancy (and the audit they produced) has significantly shaped our plans.  
 
The aim of our consultation with fans is to augment Goss’ technical guidance with an understanding of the expectations of current and 
existing supporters. This allows us to be driven primarily by the needs of the people who use our services. Our starting point is to analyse their 
feedback, using industry experts to understand the practicalities of developing and implementing our plans.  
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We do not currently have a waiting list.  
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Analysis of sales patterns and final sales figures on a match-by-match and seasonal basis.  
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

We use targeted emails and our regular communications channels, principally our website and social media accounts. We also use events like 
our Open Day to encourage new supporters along to games, and liaise regularly with our Disabled Supporter’s Association to help promote 
ticket availabilities.  
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Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

We offer priority sales of front-row easy access seating for ambulant disabled supporters. We are currently looking at options to increase the 
number of seats included in this process, plus developments to our promotional information for staff and fans. We expect to have plans 
finalised before the end of the current season.  
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes, we have a Changing Places toilet in the first floor of the Itchen Stand. The facility is available for home or away supporters to use  
 
Additionally, we are working to meet the recommendations provided by our Access Audit on accessible toilets by Jul 2017.  
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Wheelchair users can purchase tickets online for our matches. We are currently working with our ticketing provider with a view to developing 
this option for ambulant disabled supporters.  
 
Development to our staff training autism awareness training for stewards, plus staff in other fan-facing roles including ticketing, retail, food 
and beverage teams. Before the end of the current season the same groups will complete sessions using age-simulation equipment – these 
are designed to increase awareness and understanding of reduced mobility and other senses and the impact that can have on fans.  
 
Our in-house training team will deliver specially tailored ‘bitesize’ training modules for our stewards. These will cover topics including 
accessibility and equality and diversity, with a focus on the Club’s general approach and the related facilities and services that we offer.  
 
We have identified a space to add a Sensory Room to the third floor of our Main Stand. More detailed scoping work is currently taking place.  
 
A full review of all internal and external signage and wayfinding is planned, with a view to improving throughout before August 2017. 
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Stoke City FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history In the first Premier League’s first season (1992/93), Stoke City were promoted to English football’s second tier. 

 
Following a sustained spell at this level, the Club reached the Premier League in 2008. They have been members ever 
since.  
 
 

Stadium background Stoke City played at the Victoria Ground for 119 years before moving to a new purpose-built stadium in 1997.  
 
The bet365 Stadium forms part of the development of the Trentham Lakes area, where more people are now 
employed than they were during the days of Hem Heath Colliery which used to be located on the site.  
 

The bet365 Stadium consists of four stands as follows: 

West Stand:  Q-Railing Stand 

North Stand:  Boothen End 

South Stand:  Marston Pedigree Stand  

East Stand:  Novus Stand 

 

The North and West stands are linked, and the stadium has a total capacity of 27,740 

The cub received planning permission for the construction of the South-East corner in 2013, and this is planned for 
later in 2017. 

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 

Outside the stadium The bet365 Stadium has 119 designated disabled parking spaces. The Club are reviewing the travel distances from 
the disabled spaces to the designated entrances.  
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Most of the area’s paths are accessible but there are some sloping public footpaths from the south car park.  There 
is an area of path which has steps, but no accompanying ramp. External signage currently lacks consistency and 
frequency.   
 
Ticket windows are fully accessible. The main ticket office is fitted with induction loops and has a lowered counter 
level for easier access for wheelchair users. 
 

Entering the stadium There are designated entrances for wheelchair users, these are fully accessible.  
 
Entrance doors into the club reception and the shop are fully accessible.  The shop entranced has sensor operated 
automatic doors.     
 

Circulation areas The reception areas do not currently have lowered counters or induction loops. General circulation areas are 
accessible. Lifts are provided to upper levels in one stand only. 
 

Viewing areas There are 116 wheelchair viewing spaces in the stadium.  
 
Accessible Stadia guidance recommends a minimum of 174 wheelchair positions with a maximum of 44 pitch-side. 
 
All of these positions are elevated, and 18 are provided for visiting supporters.  There are no super-risers, and so 
sightlines can be partially restricted from wheelchair position spaces if spectators in the rows in front stand. To 
mitigate this, the Club cover seats immediately in front of the visitors’ platforms.   
 
If the South-West corner is built, then additional wheelchair positions will be required to meet the increased 
capacity. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
 
Quantity -        The stadium meets the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions 
Location -        The distance from wheelchair viewing positions to unisex toilets is less than 40m  
Size -               Toilets are all 2m x 1.5m in size 
Specification – Further data currently being complied 
 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators  

The refreshment outlets have lowered counters and are accessible from wheelchair user positions. 
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Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

Directors’ boxes, executive boxes and hospitality suites are all accessible, but have no associated wheelchair user 
viewing positions. However, wheelchair users from these areas could be allocated positions in GA areas.  

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

Data currently being complied. 
 

Press & media areas The venue media centre and the conference room are fully accessible. The press tribune has a wheelchair user 
position.  
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases the opposite of the arrival route. 
 
A two-stage warning notification evacuation procedure is currently being reviewed by Stoke City.  
 

Staff training Staff training procedures are currently being reviewed by Stoke City. 
  

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Stoke City commissioned Stoke-on-Trent City Council to carry out an Access Audit; this was carried out on the 26th - 
27th June 2014. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
AFL Architect have been appointed to oversee the Stadium Development works planned for 2017 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

a. new high level wheelchair positions for 38 users 
b. 3 new pitch side locations for 36 users 
c. All current bays (mid-tier) will have super-riser platforms installed without loss of any current seats 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

a. Existing stadium build and design has led us to look at a variety of options to identify the most effective solution 
b. Meeting the guidelines for development of access routes has also been challenging. In some areas of the stadium structure has 

caused issues - e.g.: raker beams in planned areas. Travel distances to and from bays has been a limiting factor on our designs.  
c. Where possible we have tried to plan new building works, rather that affect current areas and capacity. 

 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

a. Building works may restrict access routes to the stadium 
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b. Works currently do not affect seating areas. Access to GA seating or wheelchair positions will be maintained during the project, so 
our current seating and access capacities remain the same during project. We will monitor areas to ensure safety and enjoyment 
of our events. If the need arises to relocate fans for any reason, then we would offer alterative packages. 

c. In both cases these will be under constant review with the Club and its contractors 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

January 2017 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

August 2017 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

a. Loss of some facilities for hire during works periods. For example, the supporters bar will only be available for use on match days 
due to works being carried out around this area. We also have potential customers who don’t wish to hire facilities owing to 
additional noise and disruption being caused to their event 

b. Restricted working areas within the stadium, staff will be advised and areas protected from access  
c. Operating areas will change from weekday mode to match-day mode 
d. Increased health & safety inspections  
e. Changes to construction site boundaries  
f. Change to TV camera positions will be required 

 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

 Disabled supporter’s groups 
 
No, as we do not have an active group. However, we do have a nominated representative on our Supporter’s Council. We also have a 
Disability Liaison Officer that works closely with our supporters  
 

 Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) 
 
Disabled supporters, principally wheelchair users were invited to a meeting at which we shared details of our proposals. 
Because of this meeting, a working party of 10 disabled supporters was established to assist with the development plans; the team 
includes a visually impaired supporter. 
 

 Safety Advisory Group (SAG) 
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The SAG has been made fully aware and are supportive of our development plans 
 

We are also working closely with the City Council’s Access Officer 
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

a. Having a practical understanding of our supporters’ requirements and needs has been a real help to us in shaping our plans for the 
future. A good example was when supporters feedback helped us plan the creation of a new access ramp to the lower accessible 
bays. Although this had been drawn up in accordance with current guidance, the users pointed out how difficult it would be to get 
past each other when entering or leaving the area, and the time they would have to wait for a single user to use the ramp. As a 
result, we made changes to the path width to allow user to pass each other safely. Also, discussions took place as to how sightlines 
are affected when fans are celebrating or challenging events during a game, and the effect it has on our disabled fans. The result 
is that super risers will be put into all current bays to improve the fans experience of the game. 
  

b. The design of current wheelchair positions has been changed to provide better access to personal assistants  

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

35 requests for season tickets 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

a. Requests made to ticket office 
b. We have 17 wheelchair positions available for match-by-match sales; these are always sold 

 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

a. Regular media channels within the Club. Current channels are via email, e-shots from the marketing team, new stories on our website, 
plus social media. Our website is currently under review with one of the aims to make the experience fully accessible.  

 

Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

a. Yes, these are in our lower tiers  
b. Four seats are available either side of the aisles – they cover both easy access and amenity seating. The seats are end of aisles in the 

lower seating areas of the stadium and can be accessed from concourse level and in some cases also from pitch-side. 
c. These seats can be booked through the ticket office 
d. Additional seating will be included in our new bays giving more options for fans to choose from – creating availability for 

ambulant/easy access seating alongside wheelchair positions. 
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Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

a. This will be included as part of our development plans 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Planned: 
a. Continual liaison with our user working group to ensure we meet the needs of our supporters 
b. Additional stewards will be recruited and trained to manage the newly created areas  
c. Processes will be changed to support disabled supporters in our new areas (e.g. food ordering service) 
d. A review of relevant supporter documentation and communications is taking place 
e. Website is being redesigned and is currently in development  
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Sunderland AFC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history Sunderland AFC were promoted to the Premier League in the 2006/07 season.  They have maintained Premier 

League status for 10 consecutive seasons. Over this period, the highest league position secured was in season 
2010/11 when the Club finished in 10th position. 
 

Stadium background The Stadium of Light has been the home of Sunderland AFC since 1997 when the Club moved from Roker Park, where 
they had played for the previous 99 years.   
 
The Stadium of Light consists of four stands: 
 

- North     
- South 
- East   
- West   

 
The stands are joined to form a complete lower bowl.  The North and West stands have an additional upper tier.   
 
The stadium has a total capacity of 48,519.  

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 

Outside the stadium 110 disabled car parking spaces are available. The bays are not fully compliant with BS8300.  
They are located in the South East, North East, North West corners and East Stand with the nearest position c.30m 
and the furthest position approximately 330m from the stadium entrance. All spaces are very close (within 30m) of 
accessible turnstiles. 
 
Access routes are generally level and sufficiently wide. 
 
Signage is clear and consistent although there are currently no tactile stadium maps.     
 

Entering the stadium The ticket office does have a lowered counter. Induction loops are provided.  
 
Designated entrances are provided for wheelchair users, these are accessible. All the entrances into the stadium are 
step free. 
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The club reception, ticket office and Black Cat House entrance doors are not compliant. 
 

Circulation areas General circulation areas are accessible. Lifts are provided to upper levels of the stands. Lift specifications do not 
meet BS8300 in some instances. There are a number of ramps within the stadium which do not have adjacent stairs.  
 

Viewing areas There are 208 (196 at level 0 and level 1, 6 at level 2 and 6 at level 3 away section) wheelchair positions in the 
stadium, the majority of which are at pitch-side. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends a minimum of 228 wheelchair positions of which a maximum of 56 should 
be pitch-side. 
 
Companion seats are not always adjacent to the wheelchair position.  
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

Quantity - The stadium meets the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions. 
 
Location - Some viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s. 
  
The toilets meet BS8300 criteria on size and specification.  
 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

All refreshment outlets have lowered counters 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The director’s boxes, executive boxes and the hospitality suites are accessible.  
 
Six wheelchair positions are available.  

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store is accessible and has a lowered counter. 
 

Press & media areas The press room is accessible. The press positions within the stadium are not accessible. 
 

Leaving the stadium Access routes are exit routes. 

Staff training NVQ Level 2, supported by the On the Ball Stewards training programme.  
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Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Data Yes, internal audit completed 2015 and reviewed and amended 9/2016. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Yes – Holmes Miller.  
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

We will increase our capacity to 228 which is the recommended level advised in ASG table 4 ‘Seated capacity of newly constructed grounds’.  
 
We have 208 spaces which are underutilised by 22 per game, therefore we will concentrate our efforts on improving conditions/facilities for 
existing customers. 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

The club has recently confirmed that a Changing Places toilet will be delivered and also an accessible space for disabled customers to use 
pre-match, at half-time and after the game. Additional wheelchair space is not being progressed at this time. 
 

 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Any building work will be completed when the Stadium is not operational. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

When a decision is reached in relation to the option(s) to be progressed – likely at the end of 2016/17 season. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

Prior to the start of the 2017/18 season. 
 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

None 

Communications 

Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

a. Disabled supporter’s groups: Yes. A survey was circulated to all season card holders and companions.  
b. Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community): As above. 
c. Your Safety Advisory Group: Yes Discussed at Safety Advisory Groups during 2015/16 season and 2016/17 season.  

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 
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It has informed us that the majority of our wheelchair users at track side are happy to remain there. Survey and results submitted to 
Sunderland University for independent external validation, which has had a positive evaluation. This has also generated 11 additional 
recommendations for change which are being progressed by the Club. 
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

No 
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

We have 22 spaces left per match as day sales. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Website and local media.  
 

Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Yes. 272 are identified as easy access/ambulant seating (additional are available and can be identified) 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

A Changing Places Toilet will be built during the close season.  
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 
 

 
The first sensory room at a sports ground was opened in the 2015/16 season at Sunderland AFC.  Inspired by and developed in conjunction 
with the Shippey family, the room enables autistic people to experience football matches in a comfortable environment.  
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Swansea City AFC 

1 Club Background 
Recent club history Swansea City AFC became the Premier League’s first Welsh Club when they achieved promotion from the 

Championship in 2011.  
 
Only eight years prior to this, the Club narrowly avoided relegation to non-league football. A rapid rise in fortunes 
began with promotion from League 2 in 2004. The Club added the League 1 title in 2008 and re-joined English 
football’s second-tier for the first time in over two decades.  
 
Following their promotion in 2011, the current (2016/17) season is their 6th consecutive season in the Premier League.  

Stadium background Swansea City played at Vetch Field stadium from 1912 until 2005, when they moved to the Liberty Stadium.  

The Liberty Stadium is located on the West side of the River Tawe and is part of a mixed-use retail and leisure 
development. It has a capacity of 20,995. 

The stadium is completely enclosed and has a continuous seating bowl with single-tier stands on all sides. The West 
Stand contains executive boxes, hospitality suites, and the Club’s offices.  

The stadium is owned by City and County of Swansea Council and is shared with Ospreys Rugby Union Club. 
Swansea Stadium Management Company (SSMC) was set up to oversee the general running of the stadium. 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium The Liberty Stadium has a total of 774 on-site parking bays, of which 57 are disabled parking spaces provided for 

home supporters and a further five available for visiting supporters.  
 
Access routes are level with tactile paving at crossings. Four specially commissioned tactile wayfinding maps have 
been added at key points around the exterior of the stadium.  
 
There is a drop-off point in operation on matchdays at the closest permissible point to the ground with a fixed 
wheelchair ramp in place.  
 
Park and ride services operate from an additional car park at Felindre. 
 

Entering the stadium The ticket office has a lowered counter and induction loops are provided. 
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There are 2 pass gates (accessible for wheelchair users) to each home stand. The stand for visitors does not have 
pass gates but does have separate designated wheelchair access staffed by stewards. 
 

Circulation areas The reception area has lowered counters, but an induction loop is not provided. We anticipate this to be in place by 
August 2017 or earlier.  
 
General circulation areas/concourses are accessible. Lifts are provided to upper levels of the West Stand. Access is 
provided to the mezzanine level in all areas of the stadium.  
 
Platform lifts serve all elevated wheelchair and ambulant disabled positions. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 153 wheelchair positions, with flexible positions allowing an additional 92 making a total of 245 
wheelchair positions plus personal assistants. Of the existing 153 positions, 39 are at pitch-level.  
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends that there should be a minimum of 153 wheelchair positions of which no 
more than 38 should be pitch-side. 
 
Companion seats for Personal Assistants are generally located adjacent to the wheelchair user’s position. 
15 elevated wheelchair user’s positions are provided for away fans in the away section of the ground. 
 
Charging points are available and can be arranged via disability liaison stewards.   
 
The stadium provides designated easy-access seating but none are currently provided with extra leg-room or 
armrests. 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
Quantity – There are 41 accessible toilets, which includes 10 situated throughout Reception, hospitality areas and 
staffing areas. The provision of unisex WC’s exceeds the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions. 
 
Location – Two pitch-side viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s.  
 
Size – All WC’s are of the correct size. 
 
Specification – The unisex WC’s meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

All refreshment outlets have a lowered counter. 
 
Large print kiosk menus available from match-day Disability Liaison Officer. Discussions are ongoing with SSMC and 
the in-house catering company FMC/Compass Group to introduce in-seat ordering facilitated by trained stewards. 
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Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The Directors Box has two designated wheelchair bays with seats for Personal Assistants. Executive boxes and 
hospitality suites are accessible with some associated viewing positions. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store is fully accessible. There is no changing room.  
 

Press & media areas The press room and press conference areas are fully accessible. Two press viewing positions are available. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases the opposite of the arrival route. 
 
 

Staff training Matchday staff include a team of six dedicated disability liaison stewards who receive specialist training. 
 
All customer-facing staff have either undertaken the Premier League’s online eLearning ‘Open for Business’ course or 
received bespoke club-led training in disability awareness.  
 
Swansea City is in the process of rolling out an e-learning training programme on Equality and Diversity for full-time 
staff.   
 
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

 

Swansea City has not currently commissioned an Access Audit, but has completed an Accessible Stadia 
Questionnaire. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions  
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 

There are no access issues to report which require the involvement of architects.  
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

N/A 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

 The most significant structural change is anticipated to be the introduction of a Changing Places toilet. 
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Will building works affect current fans and, if so, how will you manage this? 

N/A 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

N/A 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

N/A 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

N/A 
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

Swansea City consults with its Disabled Supporters Association on a monthly basis on all areas of its business operations.  
 
Consultation with the Safety Advisory Group is managed by SSMC - the owners of the Liberty Stadium. 
 
The Club has produced an Access Statement and developed online video guides with information for disabled and non-disabled supporters 
alike.  
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

Recommendations for changes will be submitted to senior management at the end of February. These will then be shared with the Club’s 
Disabled Supporters Association who we understand will fully support the proposed improvements. 
 

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

No, the Club does not currently have a waiting list for wheelchair positions either match or season tickets. 
 
The Club has developed its ticketing system and since the start of this season disabled supporters have been able to register and purchase 
online wheelchair user spaces and tickets for ambulant disabled supporters.  

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

We don’t generally experience excessive demand for accessible home season or match tickets; these are available to purchase online.  
 
We now operate an online ballot for away match tickets, as and when required.  
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How do you promote ticket availability? 

Available tickets are promoted by social media and direct e-mail campaigns. 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

At present, Swansea City does offer easy-access seating. Easy access seating is classed as Row A and Row J as Row A is step-free and Row J is 
step-free and accessible by a platform lift.   
 
These seats span over the full length of each stand with no restricted views in any seat. They also benefit from extra legroom due to no rows or 
obstructions directly in front. 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

 
At present, Swansea City does not have a Changing Places toilet. However, the suggestion to introduce a Changing Places toilet will be 
presented to senior management as a necessary improvement in February, prior to then requesting the change with the Stadium 
Management Company (SSMC).  
 

Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide but 
do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 
 

Swansea City has been working closely with Action for Children to devise and develop an Autism Strategy which will be available to parents 
or guardians of children with learning disabilities. This strategy will provide advice and guidance about bringing a child with autism to the 
stadium and makes recommendations to help manage the day. 
 
A pop-up sensory room is being considered as part of this overall proposal with a view to be introduced in the new season (September 2017). 
 
Partially sighted supporters, including those who do not necessarily require the use of an accessible toilet, will benefit from strong colour 
contrast outside all toilet entrances to assist with orientation. 
 
For blind or partially sighted supporters, we offer a complimentary headset for match-day commentary, which uses the local hospital radio 
commentary feed. These headsets can be booked in advance by contacting the Ticket Office or requested through stewards on the day. 
 
The Club’s ticketing system won an award at the 2016 Ticketing Technology Awards: (www.levelplayingfield.org.uk/news/liberty-stadium-
wins-award-online-ticketing-system-disabled-fans) 
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Tottenham Hotspur FC 
 
1 Club Background 

Recent club history Tottenham Hotspur FC was formed in 1882. The Club has played continuously in the Premier League since the 
inaugural season in 1992/93. 
 
 In the period since they finished 4th on two occasions (2010 and 2012) then went one better by placing 3rd in the 
2015/16 season.  
 

Stadium background White Hart Lane has been Tottenham Hotspur’s home for 117 years.  A new 61,000 seater stadium is under 
construction and is reaching an advanced stage of development.  
 
Tottenham Hotspur plans to play home games in the 2017/18 season at Wembley Stadium, before returning to the 
new stadium at the start of the following season.  
 
The new stadium is being built on an expanded White Hart Lane site, around the current stadium. It is part of a 
wider regeneration plan for the local area.  

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guidance (ASG) 

Outside the stadium Wembley Stadium meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. There will be parking under the stadium which 
will include 124 accessible parking spaces -  87 fully enlarged with hatching places and 37 large bay places. 
 

Entering the stadium Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. Accessible entrances will be located on all sides 
and will be fully accessible from the underground car park. 
   
The ticket office will be accessible, with features including lowered counters and hearing loops. 
 

Circulation areas Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. Lift access will be available throughout the 
stadium.   
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Viewing areas Wembley Stadium is ASG compliant. It has 310 wheelchair positions.  
The new stadium will have a total of 265 wheelchair positions.  
227 for home fans and 25 for visitors – plus 13 for premium seating guests. 
All positions are distributed in line with ASG.  

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. It will include over 60 accessible toilets and three 
Changing Places units: 
 
29 GA accessible toilets 
1 GA Changing Places unit 
26 Club/Box accessible toilets  
1 Club/Box Changing Places unit 
11 Staff/Other accessible toilets including Tottenham Experience/Museum 
1 Changing Places Unit in Tottenham Experience 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance.  

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance. 
  

Press & media areas Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 

Leaving the stadium Wembley meets ASG requirements in this respect. 
 
The Club’s new stadium is being designed to current ASG guidance.  
 

Staff training Agencies and stakeholders used for staff training and advice include:  
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Tottenham Hotspur Disabled Supporters Association, Level Playing Field, Theatre &, Autism Experts (National 
Autistic Society and Open Up To Autism), Royal Association of the Deaf, Attitude is Everything, Enabled City, Signly, 
Performance Interpreting, NRAC Consultant, Stagetext, Business Disability Forum, Foundation partners inluding 
Barnet & Southgate College and Northumberland Park Vale School.  
 
A bespoke disability module has been delivered by the Tottenham Hotspur Foundation’s Equality and Inclusion 
Manager and our Disability Liaison Officer after working with local agencies such as RNIB, RAD and Muscular 
Dystrophy Society.  
 
Ticketing and retail front-of-house teams have completed training, plus match day stewards who work in accessible 
areas. Training is delivered in house by staff accredited to deliver NVQ Level 2 & 3 in Spectator Safety.  
 
The Disability Access Officer will deliver further sessions for new starters in partnership with Attitude is Everything. 
Selected front of house staff have also used the Premier League’s Open for Business modular online training course.  
 
Two Club volunteers professionally trained by RNIB’s Soccer Sight programme to deliver bespoke Audio Descriptive 
match commentary for visually impaired supporters. 
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

New stadium accessible audit questionnaire competed and submitted to Premier League and EHRC in conjunction 
with Wilson Owens Owens. This reflects all planning to date.  
 
Access audit for White Hart lane carried out in 2012.  

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Yes – new stadium under construction. Buro Happold engaged to advise on specific accessibility requirements. 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Quantity and location of wheelchair user spaces within new stadium, will exceed ASG criteria. 
 
Future proofing covered by flexible seating and one area of the stadium that provides us with the ability to increase wheelchair provision, if 
required.  
 
Our current intention is to move to Wembley for 2017/18 season. It meets ASG criteria for wheelchair user spaces. 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 
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New stadium is under construction as part of a major project.  
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes. Fans will need to travel to Wembley Stadium for home matches at least during the 2017/18 season. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Construction work is underway and due to be completed in time for the start of the 2018/2019 season. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

The new stadium is scheduled to open for the 2018/19 season. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

The new stadium will deliver state-of-the-art accommodation for all supporters.  

Communications 

Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

Disabled supporter’s groups: 
Regular meetings held with THFC DSA and Board of Club to consult on plans and new infrastructure, such as club store and museum. Also 
discussing other current issues affecting our disabled supporters such as travel, ticket allocations and stewarding.  
 
 
Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community): 
Level Playing Field, Autism Experts (National Autistic Society and Open Up To Autism), Royal Association of the Deaf, Attitude is Everything, 
Enabled City, Signly, Performance Interpreting, NRAC Consultant , Stagetext, Business Disability Forum and Foundation partners such as 
Barnet & Southgate College and Northumberland Park Vale School.  
 
Dialogue with these agencies/groups is to look at a wide range of disabilities or impairments both visible and hidden. This is so we 
understand the access requirements of our spectators now and in the future and to be better equipped to plan the infrastructure and the 
stadium fit-out as well as establishing management policies, criterion and practices that ensure our spectator’s requirements are understood 
and met.  
 
Open to Autism currently advising on development of autism access policy that encompasses the whole autistic spectrum for children and 
adults alike. 
 
Safety Advisory Group: 
Regular progress meetings held with SAG around stadium construction and match-day activities. 
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How has, or do you expect, consultation will affect your proposals? 

Level Playing Field advised on an area where they held the view that persistent standing could pose a sightline issue for some wheelchair 
users. It is one area of our upper tier wheelchair provision. We continue to develop and discuss internally a solution for this issue. 
 
Tottenham Hotspur Disabled Supporters Association advised on some difficulties in planned routing around the new Tottenham Hotspur 
Experience (retail store and museum). As a result of this consultation, those routes have been amended to provide a more fluid route around 
the Experience for supporters using wheelchairs and mobility devices. 
  
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

Yes - at the current White Hart Lane.  
 
Waiting list will be satisfied at Wembley and new stadium and still have significant additional capacity once the existing list has been 
satisfied. 
 
Demand at new stadium – beyond our waiting list and membership base, on current levels of demand from wheelchair users we project that 
there will be a good level of availability remaining.  
 

How do you assess demand for tickets? 

As detailed above, we currently have a waiting list for season tickets in our dedicated accessible areas of the stadium. There is no waiting list 
for match-by-match tickets. 
 
In line with the process for the wider fan base, we have a priority sales period for our members. Should any tickets remain available after the 
Membership sales phase has closed we will sell tickets at a pre-advertised date and time on a first come first served basis.  
 
We will use our experience at Wembley as a yardstick of sales when a greater number of wheelchair accessible places are available.  
 
We have worked with agencies and groups (including Level Playing Field, Access Is Everything, Tickets for Troops and disability partners in 
Haringey, Enfield and Brent) to drive awareness of our tenancy at Wembley. This proactive promotion led to the largest number of disabled 
supporters we have ever accommodated at a single match (v Bayer Leverkusen). Although we recorded record sales, we still had over 100 
wheelchair bays available.  
 
We are currently developing an intuitive disabled supporters database. We intend to use this to survey fans, helping us to understand more 
about their individual match day journey, experiences and requirements. We are increasing the volume of database entries by including new 
supporters who have identified themselves as having differing levels of access requirements.  
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How do you promote ticket availability? 

Ticket information for all areas of the stadium for our matches is available via the Club website. In addition, we have dedicated staff 
members available on the telephone to deal directly with ticketing enquiries from disabled supporters. 
 
Where excess availability exists (such as our Champions League matches at Wembley) these were advertised and made available to a wide 
variety of disability groups, such as Level Playing Field, Attitude Is Everything, Tickets for Troops, Barnet & Southgate Centre of Excellence and 
other local disability organisations through the Tottenham Hotspur Foundation. 
 

Facilities 

Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Yes – at the current White Hart Lane. Wembley and new stadium exceed criteria requirements for ASG. 
The new stadium will have 514 General Admission seats over 3 levels. 233 level access seats from concourse with lift provision. 
 
We are developing flexible seating areas within our proposed wheelchair user viewing positions that will not only allow a pair of wheelchair 
users to sit side by side as ASG recommends but accommodate a larger group of wheelchair users who want to sit together. Additionally, our 
seating should allow for wheelchair users potentially to sit with family or friends. We will develop associated supporter services and ticketing 
services to support this flexible approach. 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Not at White Hart Lane. Wembley has one unit. The new stadium will have three changing places toilets. 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

Dedicated full time Disability Access Officer (DAO) and Disability Liaison Officer. 
Dedicated Access Stewarding Team at all home matches. 
Access Liaison Steward travels with disabled supporters to all away matches in UK or Europe. 
Dedicated access ticketing line with text service if required. 
Online ticketing for Wembley matches, and planned for new stadium. 
Staff independent disability awareness training. 
DAO working with Tottenham Hotspur Foundation to work with wider disabled community. 
Provision of BSL interpreters of Stadium Tours for hearing impaired guests. 
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Watford FC 
 
 
1 Club Background 

Recent club history In the 2005/06 season, Watford FC secured promotion to the Premier League but were relegated in the 2006/07 
season. Since then, Watford FC have completed eight seasons in the Championship. In season 2014/15, Watford 
were once again promoted to the Premier League. The club retained its Premier League status for the first time in 
the 2015/16 season. 
 
 

Stadium background 
Vicarage Road has been the home of Watford Football Club since 1922, and has gone through a series of major 
developments in its lifetime. The club has been investing in major development and refurbishment of the ground, 
most recently in the North East corner of the Sir Elton John Stand.  

Vicarage Road Stadium consists of four stands as follows: 

 

West Stand: Graham Taylor Stand – 1986 

North Stand: Vicarage Road Stand - 1993 

South Stand: Rookery Stand - 1995 

East Stand: Sir Elton John Stand – 2014 

 

The stadium has a total capacity of 21,438 approx. 

It is important to note that the site ownership boundary is very tight to the stadium on all four sides, including 
Watford General Hospital, allotments, an A-road and a row of terraced houses. Together with a significant change 
in level across the site, these aspects have an impact on the accessibility of the stadium. 
 
The club intend to add a second tier to the Sir Elton John Stand with plans currently being prepared. 
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2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium 25 parking spaces for wheelchair users are provided on matchdays in two car parks at the rear of the Rookery Stand 

and at the south-east corner of the Sir Elton John Stand. Additional car park spaces for ambulant disabled 
supporters are provided in the nearby lower hospital car park at the end of Occupation Road. 
 
The routes along Occupation Road are challenging due to the gradient, however an accessible shuttle bus is 
provided. 
 
The disabled parking spaces are not marked out exactly as BS8300. 
 

Entering the stadium 6 accessible designated entrances are provided for wheelchair users. The designated entrances are located at the 
south corner of the Sir Elton John Stand, and the Rookery Stand.  
 
Further entrances are located at the south-west corner of the Rookery Stand, at the rear of the Upper Graham 
Taylor Stand, and on the corner of the Graham Taylor Stand and the Vicarage Road Stand, at the visitors’ turnstiles 
and at the north-east corner of the Sir Elton John stand. 
 
The main club reception entrances are accessible. 
 

Circulation areas The reception areas do not currently have lowered counters. General circulation areas are accessible. Lift access to 
all upper levels is available.  
 

Viewing areas There are currently 61 wheelchair positions in the stadium, 39 are at pitch-level and 22 are elevated. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends that there should be a minimum of 153 wheelchair positions of which no 
more than 38 should be at pitch-level. 
 
Companion seats are generally located adjacent to the wheelchair position. 
 
5 positions are provided for away fans at pitch-level, a further 4 positions are provided at elevated level. 
 
The stadium has some designated amenity and easy-access seating located in 7 areas of the ground. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
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Quantity - The stadium meets the guidance in respect of 1 per 15 positions. 
Location - Some of the pitch-side viewing positions are in excess of 40m from the WC’s. Away supporters 
use the toilets in the home section of the Sir Elton John Stand.  
Size - Some of the unisex WC’s are slightly undersized. 
Specification - The unisex WC’s do not fully meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout. 
 
The club are building a new Changing Places toilet facility in the south-west corner, which is currently planned to be 
completed by the end of February 2017. 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The refreshment outlets have lowered counters. An in-seat ordering and delivery service is provided for supporters in 
all disabled viewing areas. 
 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The directors box, executive boxes and hospitality suites are accessible but there is no associated viewing position 
within each box/suite apart from the Sir Elton John and The View suites, which are located in the Graham Taylor 
stand. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store is accessible and has a lowered counter. There are no changing rooms provided in the retail 
store. 
 

Press & media areas The press room and press conference area are not accessible. The press positions are not accessible. The club will be 
making a reasonable adjustment to this area before August 2017. 
 

Leaving the stadium The exit routes are in all cases is the opposite of the arrival route. 
The wheelchair refuges in the Rookery Stand do not have two-way communication. 
 

Staff training The current training for stewards is completed during the close season. This consists of two sessions - induction and 
refresher. 
  
The training includes sections on disability and accessibility awareness, safeguarding and equality.  
   
This is further covered on a match by match basis during stewards briefing. 
  

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Watford FC has a current Accessible Stadia Audit, undertaken in November 2016. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
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Yes. Peter McCorkell of Vauss Limited. 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

We have identified a further 6 different areas within all stands in which we will construct a further 31 wheelchair positions. 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 

Yes – each of the identified works will result in significant structural challenges due to the geology around the stadium.  
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Yes. The club will lose several hundred general access seats, many of which are currently held by season ticket holders. Affected season ticket 
holders will be re-located as close to their existing seats as possible. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Work on some of the identified areas has already been completed and we are currently scheduling the remaining works in the coming 
months and close season. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

All works detailed in our ASG statement dated 7/12 will be finished by August 2017. Stadium development thereafter will see us continue to 
add further wheelchair positions in a phased approach to fully meet the numbers in the guidelines. Plans for an upper tier of the Sir Elton John 
Stand have been submitted for planning permission. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

As mentioned, existing season ticket holders will be affected by seat removals. We will be communicating with these supporters in due course. 
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

 Disabled supporter’s groups: Yes. We have issued a club accessibility statement together with comments from the chairman of our 
independent disabled supporters association, WFC Enables. The group will continue to provide comment and approval, where 
appropriate, for all accessibility plans made by the club. 

 Disabled supporters (and potential supporters in the wider community) : Yes. The Enables members have all been consulted, and 
the group has been active in attracting new members with the full support of the club. 

 Your Safety Advisory Group: Yes. Our local SAG representative has visited and looked at all planned works. The plans are discussed 
at all SAG meetings. 

 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 
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The consultation with the Enables group in particular, has been invaluable in helping shape our plans. The chairman, David Butler, is an 
experienced equality campaigner and our regular discussions have provided a point of reference for all proposed works and planning. 
Architect plans and ideas have also been shared with David and we feel there is no challenge we cannot overcome with collaborative 
working 
 

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We have no supporters on our season ticket waiting list for wheelchair positions and have matchday availability in each viewing area. 
 

 
How do you assess demand for tickets? 

Not just reactively – pro-active promotion through Watford Enables and their activities which take place at every match. 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Availability of tickets is communicated regularly using email, local press, club website and social media channels. A dedicated email address 
for disabled supporter enquiries has been publicised and is available in our access statement. 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Yes. We currently have 124 spaces in use by ambulant disabled supporters, though 45 of these can be described as only being semi-compliant 
due to sight-line issues. We have identified 7 different areas within all stands in which we will construct a further 94 positions. Once 
completed, the 45 semi-compliant positions will no longer be in use, making a total of 173 spaces. Our intention is to complete all identified 
works in time for the start of the 2017/18 season. 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of a Changing Places toilet facility? 

Yes. There is a changing places facility currently under construction, due to be completed before the end of the 2016/17 season. 
 
 

Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide (e.g. 
stewards training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

We have opened a sensory room which has been received very positively. We work closely and liaise regularly with WFC Enables and we value 
their support. Our ‘Vicarage Roadie’ matchday meet and greet team provide a dedicated service to all disabled supporters, which ranges 
from escort to their seats, to help with questions or issues regarding access. We also provide an accessible shuttle which runs between the 
ambulant disabled parking area and the various accessible entrances around the stadium. 
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West Bromwich Albion FC 
 
1 Club Background 

Recent club history West Bromwich Albion FC played in the Premier League’s inaugural season in 1992/93 although were relegated in 
the same season. The club were promoted into the Premier League again in 2003/04 and then relegated again in 
2005/06 season. The club were promoted again in 2007/08 as League Champions. In the following season (2008/09), 
the club were relegated. In season 2009/10 West Bromwich were once again promoted into the Premier League 
where they have remained.  
 

Stadium background The Hawthorns Stadium has been the home of West Bromwich Albion Football Club since 1900. It has been through 
a series of major developments during its lifetime. The stadium currently consists of four stands:   
 

East Stand     -  East Stand (2001) 

North Stand     -  Birmingham Road End (1994) 

West Stand     -  West Stand  (Built 1980 and internal refurbishment 2008) 

South Stand         -  Smethwick End  (1994) 

 
The stadium has a total capacity of 26,850. 

2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Outside the stadium The main club car park is adjacent to the East Stand but this is not used on matchdays. Approximately 2% of all 

bays are allocated as designated disabled parking bays.  
 
Between 75 and 100 disabled parking bays are provided on matchdays in the Academy car park (which is 35-40m to 
the entrance). The disabled parking bays are not marked out exactly as defined under BS8300 as they are on an 
adjacent land owners land and are for a multi-use purpose on non-matchdays. 
 

Entering the stadium The ticket office is situated in the East Stand, is located indoors and has a lowered counter and induction loop. 
 
The entrance points are accessible. 
 
There are two designated entrances to the East Stand and one at the corner of both the Birmingham Road and 
Smethwick Ends.  
The main club reception entrances are accessible. 
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Circulation areas The reception area has a lowered counter through the security gate and induction loops are provided. General 
circulation areas are accessible. Lift access to upper levels. 
 

Viewing areas There are currently 145 wheelchair positions in the stadium, 95 are at pitch-level and 50 are elevated. 
 
Accessible Stadia Guidance recommends that there should be a minimum of 170 wheelchair positions of which no 
more than 43 should be at pitch-side. 
 
Companion seats are generally located behind the wheelchair position. 
 
7 positions are provided for away fans at pitch-level. 
 
Amenity and easy-access seating is available throughout the whole stadium, and can be booked through the ticket 
office subject to availability. 
 

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

The unisex disabled WC’s have been audited and this process has identified the following: 
 
Quantity -         The Birmingham Road stand has only 2 WC’s serving 72 positions. The other stands meet the 
guidance in                
                         respect of 1 per 15 positions. 
Location -         Some of the pitch-side viewing positions are more than 40m from the WC’s 
Size -                Some of the unisex WC’s are undersized. 
Specification -  The unisex WC’s do not fully meet the BS8300 specification for fittings and layout although works are 
ongoing                               to correct the layouts. 
 
The Club are planning to build four accessible toilets and a new Changing Place facility as part of a new designated 
accessible concourse sited at the Smethwick End / West Stand corner, together with increasing provision in the 
Birmingham road corner and creating an accessible concourse area.  
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The refreshment outlets on the East stand concourse have lowered counters. 
 
The refreshment outlets are currently inaccessible to pitch-side positions. The new accessible concourses will provide 
a refreshment ordering service for supporters.  
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Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

The Chairman’s Suite, executive boxes and hospitality suites are accessible but there is no designated viewing 
position. The club has adapted a number of seats outside the boxes and suites allowing them to be removed and 
thus provide a viewing position on matchdays upon request. 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The club’s retail store is accessible has a low-counters and an accessible changing cubicle 
 

Press & media areas The press room and press conference areas are fully accessible. A press viewing position can be accommodated. 
 
 

Leaving the stadium All exit routes are the opposite of the arrival route. 
 
The wheelchair refuges in the East Stand do not have two-way communication but the evacuation of wheelchair 
users are included within the stadium evacuation plans and are reviewed as part of the annual fire risk assessment 
review by an external consultant. 
 

Staff training An e-learning training programme for full time staff has recently been delivered including a module specifically on 
disability issues.  
 
A new bespoke stewards training programme is currently being delivered by the club’s training provider for staff. 
There is a focus on steward/disabled supporter interaction and non-visible disabilities.  
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

West Bromwich Albion FC has a current Accessible Stadia Audit, undertaken in November 2016. 
 

3 Additional Club Comments and Forward Plans  
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
Yes. Architects were commissioned at a very early stage and have been involved in the development of all plans. Initial plans were drawn and 
then adapted / updated following consultation with relevant representative groups. 
 

How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 

Our implementation plan is working towards a target of 170 wheelchair positions with 10% available in away section. Wheelchair bays will be 
available in all four stands (currently 3 stands) with the issue of increasing distribution being addressed. 
 

Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 
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The biggest structural/Health & Safety challenge is to provide the bays at an elevated level and meeting the recommended travel distances 
for toilet provision. Where travel distance cannot be met additional “above and beyond” washroom facilities are being provided in these 
locations.  
  
The bays for away fans are slightly elevated, but well covered and the same as those created in the West Stand. Bays in the East stand are 
elevated. Consultation with groups and supporters whose bays are currently at pitch-side have indicated that they do not wish to move from 
their current location, wanting to stay where they are and where they have been for a number of years previously. 
 

Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 

Not overly as the building works are being undertaken in two different phases so as to limit the impact to all supporters. The result of 
proposed works will result in a reduction of capacity of the stadium (home and away areas) as well the relocation of a number of season 
ticket holders. 
 

When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 

Works are already under-way having commenced late in 2016 through a formal tender issue. 
 

When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 

I would expect all scheduled works to be completed by the end of July 2017 in time for the 2017/18 season. 
 

What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 

We anticipate that there will be minimal impact on existing fans although this is something we will monitor, particularly regarding the 
relocation of season ticket holders. 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 

Consultation has been held with as many different people as possible including Safety Advisory Group, Sports Ground Safety Authority, Local 
Authority Building Control, Disabled Supporters Association committee, Disabled Supporters and Level Playing Field. 
 

How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 

It has changed the way we have looked at things and resulted in some plans being scrapped and others developed. All discussions and 
changes have been tracked. 
 

Ticketing 
Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 

We don’t have a waiting list for wheelchair positions. We currently have on average 40 (27.5% of total availability – 145) unused wheelchair 
bays at each match 
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How do you assess demand for tickets? 

N/A 
 

How do you promote ticket availability? 

Website and fan centric channels.  
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

Seats and areas have been identified and in place. This process is managed by ticket office staff although discussions are ongoing with the 
ticketing provider to allow purchase of these (subject to availability) via the website 
 

Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 

A Changing Place toilet is planned for one of the accessible concourse areas that are to be built. 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 

A new stewards training programme is currently being  delivered by our training provider for all steward staff. 
Audio commentary is available for visually impaired supporters throughout the stadium via an FM radio 
Water for dogs as well as a dog-spending area is available 
A new accessible parking area will be made available adjacent to the stadium. 
A new access audit has recently been carried out. 
Recruitment for a further x2 Disability liaison stewards is currently underway increasing provision from 2 to 4. 
An e-learning training programme for full time staff has recently been rolled out including a module specifically on disability issues, together 
with an equality & diversity workshop carried out for all permanent staff in 2016. 
A disability workshop for all staff is being planned for 2017 
A new fully accessible website is currently in the process of being explored. 
A word version of the match day programme is circulated amongst visually impaired supporters pre-match 
New accessible concourse areas are being developed for the 2017 season including sensory areas. 
X2 BSL trained stewards 
Ticketing – friends and family can sit together. Online season ticket renewal is available. Club in discussion with system provider to develop 
online ticketing solution.  
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West Ham United FC 
 
1 Club Background 
Recent club history West Ham United’s promotion in 1993 was the start of an unbroken run of a decade in the Premier League.  

 
The Club has also spent most of the past decade in the Premier League, with a single season in the Championship in 
2011/12.  
 

Stadium background West Ham United moved to the London Stadium (formally the 2012 Olympic Stadium) in the summer of 2016.   
 
The Boleyn Ground (also known as Upton Park) had previously been the Club’s home since 1904.  
 
The new Stadium’s landlord is the E20 LLP (made up of London Legacy Company and London Borough of Newham)  
 
West Ham United are the Stadium’s anchor tenant and have a 99-year lease. 
 
The capacity of London Stadium is currently 57,000 but this is set to increase to 60,000 and the plan is to increase to 
66,000 to utilise the full concession seating available for football.  

North Stand:  The Bobby Moore Stand (2012) 

East Stand:  East Stand (2012) 

West Stand:       West Stand (2012) 

South Stand:  Sir Trevor Brooking Stand (2012) 

It is a full two-tier bowl stadium. 
 

 
2 Current Position – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 

Outside the stadium London Stadium is set in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, which was the centre of the London 2012 Olympic and 
Paralympic Games.  
 
The surrounding environment is step free with hard standing surfaces and accessible Blue Badge parking.  
 
Any changes in level that surround the stadium have lift access points. There are rest areas that have benches with 
arms. The benches are positioned at no more than 50m intervals. 
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Public transport to the site is accessible, with Stratford Station and Stratford International stations both being close 
by and served by accessible trains, DLR and the London Underground. 
 
There are 49 disabled parking bays at the stadium, which represents 21% of all available parking.  All 49 spaces are 
in Car Park 1a, designated on a seasonal basis to season ticket holders.  
 
In addition to Stratford, nearby Hackney Wick and Pudding Mill Lane DLR station (which is undergoing development 
works) are also accessible. 
 
There are seven dedicated shuttle buses that run regularly from Platform 13 at Stratford Station directly into Car 
Park 2 for two hours before each game.   This service is provided by the Club’s Foundation and the Club’s Disability 
Supporters Assistants (in hi-vis tabards).  Post-match, on egress there are a total of 12 shuttle buses to reduce 
waiting time for supporters.  Car Park 2 is designated for drop-off and pick-up points for this service.  To ensure the 
safety of supporters at all times, the gates to the car park do not open until the stadium’s Safety Officer has given 
the go ahead from traffic management/police. 
 
The ticket office is housed in a separate building across from the stadium and has five lower counters and induction 
loops.  
 

Entering the stadium There are dedicated wheelchair entrances. 

Entry to all levels of the stadium is step-free, with lift and escalator access in the West Stand. 

Access to the GA wheelchair platforms and seating is at the rear of the lower-tier.  
 

Circulation areas There is a level concourse that encircles the rear of the lower-tier with segregation and separation where required. 
 
Lift and escalator vertical circulation is available in the West Stand.  
 

Viewing areas The GA wheelchair platforms are located at the rear of the lower-tier.  
 
The London Stadium has 253 wheelchair positions, all of which are available to General Admission supporters if 
required and 25 of these are for visiting supporters. Of the total, 29 wheelchair positions are in the West Stand 
hospitality area (as per the original Stadium configuration) and the Club uses them as general admission for 
wheelchair users. This is promoted both directly and via the Club’s website. 
 
There are 58 upper tier bays, but no pitch side positions at present. 
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The views from the positions (from at least the end stand platforms) could be compromised if spectators stand up in 
the rows in front. It is understood that the positions are designed with a sightline of c60. 
 
Accessible Stadia guidance recommends a minimum of 250 wheelchair positions with a maximum of 63 at pitch-side, 
(assuming 60,000 capacity). 
 
There are 540 ambulant disabled seats.  
   

Toilets for disabled 
spectators 

Unisex accessible toilets are co-located with male/female toilets around the stadium. Some toilets are in excess of 
40m from the viewing position.  At present, 50% of all disabled toilets have radar keys. Radar keys were provided by 
the Club to any supporters who requested one and it is the intention to have 100% by the start of season 2017/18. 
 
The stadium has three Changing Places toilets, two of which are located on public concourses (at blocks 124 and 
129) plus one at Level 1 of the hospitality area.   
 
 

Refreshment facilities 
for disabled 

spectators 

The refreshment outlets have lowered counters. In addition, trained support staff are available to assist as and 
when required. 
 

Directors, executive 
boxes and hospitality 

suites 
 

There are at least 2 Directors’ box wheelchair positions. 
 
Each executive box has a wheelchair position. The hospitality suites have wheelchair positions immediately outside 
and overlooking the pitch. 
 
These facilities are in the West Stand. 
 

Retail outlets and 
other commercial 

areas 

The stadium store is housed in a separate building adjacent to the stadium. It has lowered counters on both Lower 
Ground and Ground levels, making a total of 4.  There is also a lift available. 

Press & media areas  
The Club can position any disabled media members in the front row of the upper tier which provides level access 
near to the press box. This is situated on Level 2, accessible via a lift, directly on the half-way line. It is furnished with 
a desk, WiFi, TV feed of the match and a seat (if necessary).  
 
The Club are also able to offer accessible positions in the press lounge or the press working room to watch the 
match, via a feed.    
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Aside from the Press Box (Level 2), all other media facilities – Media Entrance, Press Lounge, Press Working Room, 
Press Conference Room, Mixed Zone, Tunnel Area and TV Interview rooms are all situated on the ground floor, easily 
accessible for wheelchair users and clearly signposted around the stadium. There are staff on-hand to assist 
including from the West Ham United Media Department, designated Supporter Liaison Officers, match-day helpers, 
stewards and lift operators.  
 
There is also designated disabled press parking at London Stadium, if required. 
 
 

Leaving the stadium The route from wheelchair positions to podium level is a reversal of the entry procedure; some routes can then differ 
from the arrival route, depending on the configuration and stewarding operation at podium level as required by the 
stadiums’ Safety Officer. 
 

Staff training The Club provides disability awareness training to all members of staff. West Ham are communicating with Level 
Playing Field to carry out their Disability, Inclusion & Etiquette training by the end of season 2016/17 for all staff. 
 
The Club has 20 dedicated male and female Disabled Supporters Assistants, plus eight staff members who have 
completed Premier League safeguarding training. They provide seat-side refreshments when requested. In addition, 
six members of staff are undertaking BSL training. 
 
 

Current Access Audit 
in place? 

Level Playing Field have been approached to conduct an audit by stadium operator London Stadium 185 

3 Forward Plans – Accessible Stadia Guide (ASG) 
Wheelchair Positions 
Have architects been appointed to address accessibility issues? 
 
N/A 
How will you provide any wheelchair positions required (total and distribution)? 
No additional positions are required to meet the guidance on number of spaces provided in Accessible Stadia.  
To create new positions, particularly to the upper- tier, would be extremely difficult. 
 
Are there any significant structural challenges to building work? 
Creating new positions to the upper-tier could be structurally challenging. 
 
 
Will building works affect current fans and if so, how will you manage this? 
No work scheduled 
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When do you plan to start any necessary constructions works? 
No work scheduled 
 
When do you anticipate any necessary building works will be completed? 
N/A 
 
What other consequences arise from any proposed building works and how will these be managed? 
N/A 
 

Communications 
Who have you consulted with to date and who will you consult as plans develop? 
The Club has established a new Supporter Advisory Board, (SAB), consisting of representative fans from our wide and diverse fan-base 
including representatives from our wheelchair users and ambulant supporters. Board members and senior Club officials attend all meetings, 
the most recent of which was held in Jan 2017. We are also currently in the process of developing a standalone Disabled Supporters Advisory 
Board that feeds into these key representatives on the main SAB. We are doing this in conjunction with guidance from Level Playing Field. 
 
The Club also regularly consults stakeholders and relevant disability organisations to ensure it is at the forefront of best practice in this area. 
 
How has, or do you expect consultation will, affect your proposals? 
We are confident ongoing communication between the Club and supporters will result in a better match-day experience for disabled 
supporters 
 

Ticketing 

Do you have a waiting list for wheelchair positions? 
Yes, as part of our overall waiting list for season tickets  
 
How do you assess demand for tickets? 
West Ham United is able to meet demand for tickets from wheelchair users for most matches. General Admission tickets for Claret Members 
go into a ballot on a match-by-match basis for supporters. 
 
How do you promote ticket availability? 
Via all digital channels including social media, ie Twitter, Facebook, digital marketing, www.whufc.com and direct supporter emails. 
 
 

Facilities 
Do you have identified easy-access/ambulant seating and if not, what plans are in place to provide these? 

http://www.whufc.com/
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We have 540 seats; they are in the rear two rows of the lower-tier, which offer wider circulation spaces and minimal stepped access.  
 
Do you have (or have plans for installation of) a Changing Places toilet facility? 
We have 3 Changing Places toilets in the stadium in Blocks 124, 149 and also on Level One in our hospitality area. 
 
 

Best Practice 
Please outline any other current areas of good practice (or plans) that may / may not relate directly to the Accessible Stadia Guide 
(e.g. steward training or sensory rooms) but do have a positive impact on disabled supporters’ experience at your stadium. 
 
Our Disabled Supporters Assistants, will continue to receive Disability Awareness and Safeguarding training.  Our expert accessibility staff are 
located and visible both inside and outside the stadium on matchdays to assist fans.   We are in the process of interviewing and recruiting an 
additional six staff.   
 
Level Playing Field are considering awarding West Ham United and London Stadium the Level Playing Field Centre of Excellence award. This 
award is presented to sporting venues and stadia that demonstrate the highest access and inclusion standards in accommodating disabled 
spectators and visitors on match and non-matchdays. 
 
In respect of refreshments, once a wi-fi network is available at London Stadium the Catering Management company are looking into 
launching an app that will allow supporters to pre-order food and drink before arriving at the stadium.  Our DSA’s are situated on all disabled 
balconies and in the event of fans requiring any further assistance, they will provide any help required.  
 
The Club has also been in discussions with Sensory Technology with a view to creating a football themed sensory room for our supporters 
who would benefit from this facility.  
 
Disabled supporters are invited to wait in the West Ham coffee shop whilst waiting to board the shuttle bus to exit the stadium.  
 
The Club are now actively speaking to disabled supporters to set up our very first DSA at West Ham and an announcement will be made very 
shortly. We are looking forward to working closely with fans.   
 
Six of our staff will have completed the first level of BSL by the beginning of season 2017/18. 
 
We have introduced a matchday guide for fans which is available 24 hours before kick-off and includes all relevant up to date information 
inclusive of any accessibility issues relevant for the fixture.  An email is sent out to all supporters to advise of this.  
 
The Club has a new local rate telephone number: 0333 030 0174. 
 
We have developed a hygiene facility for assistance dogs; it is located opposite turnstile D.  
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A comprehensive access guide to the Park and London Stadium has been produced in conjunction with DisabledGo.com  
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 


